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WILL SEIZE TIMBER
resolution, fixing the membership committee at ten instead of fifteen. SimiCUT BY MINERS.
larly providing for the elimination of
the speaker therefrom. Champ Clark,
First Seizures Have Been Made in the
the Democratic leader, led off in deCripple Creek District and
GANNON bate, Xorris yielding the floor to him.
Oil GILA
Others Will Follow.
He was vigorously applauded when he
expressed a warm personal regard for
Denver, Colo., March 19. FollowCannon, but declared he It Will Involve
the
That Was the 'Problem That Speaker
First
Serious
ing
of
Violence
closely uiion a decision of the Reports Show Sparks Caused
Acts
Expendiwould not give his consent to any
United
States supreme court comes
not
which
did
ture of Over a Million
proposition
Confronted the Regulars
provide for
tor Nearly a Week at
1,186 Forest Fires Last
the
that the governannouncement
the elimination forthwith of the speakDollars
in House Today
ment will seize millions of feet of timYear
er from the rules committee.
"And
Philadelphia
ber that has been unlawfully cut from
I speak for the Democrats and Insurthe public domain by mining and lumgents," he said. The following InINSURGENTS WERE ON TOP surgent Republicans voted with the BOARD OF EDUCATION MEETS STRIKE MOVEMENT BREAKING ber campanies in Colorado.
IDAHO HEADS
FIRE LIST
The first seizure made a few days
Democrats on the Xorris appeal: Nelson, Kopp, Carey, Cooper, Davidson,
ago was at the Independence, VindicaFight for the Revision of the Len Root, Morse (Wisconsin), Davis, Governor Mills Will Announce However General Walkout of tor and Portland mines in the Cripple Protective Value of the Work of
Creek district, when 90,000 feet of
Lindbergh, Miller, Steenerson, Wol-steaRules Has Been PracticalWorkers in Pennsylvania
Forest Rangers Is
Superintendent of Penitenof Minnesota; Kendall, Hubbard,
was confiscated
lumber
by
specail
Won.
Next
Week.
ly
Shown,
tiary
May Occur Monday.
Good, Haughn, Picketts, Woods of
agents of the government working un
Iowa; Hinshaw, Kin Hade, Xorris of
der M. D. McEniry of Denver. These
19. Threq same
March
Governor Mills is not ready to give
The local forestry officials have rePhiladelphia,
Washington, March 19. The confer- Nebraska; Madison, Murdock of Kancompanies are to he made deence of Regulars and Insurgents fail- sas; Howland, Johnson, Taylor of the final word in the matter of the ap- street cars were dynamited last night fendants in suits involving 5,000,000 ceived statistics from the department
ed to reach an agreement this morn- Ohio, Ames, Gardener of Massachu- pointment of a superintendent for the in different parts of ine city, the first feet of lumber which it is charged of agriculture showing tho number of
ing. "There is no agreement and the setts; Folker, Fish of New York; penitentiary and is still carefully serious acts of violence for nearly a they obtained illegally during many forest fires for the past year and the
day years past.
fight is on," said Representative Nor-ri- Poindexter, Martin, Gronna, Fowler, weighing the merits of the applicants week. This is the twenty-nint- h
estimated losses as well as various
and Hayes. It was understood at 2:30 deemed suitable for the place. The of the street car strike, the fifteenth
was
There
less havoc
The supreme court decision will af- causes.
"How to save Speaker Cannon from that Xorris before the end of the hour appointment, however, will be an- of the general walk out. There have fect scores of lumber and
comfires in 1909 than in 190&,
by
wrought
mining
been few desertions from the ranks panies. The idea that these com- although the total nuruDer of fires was
humiliating defeat!" That was the allotted him under the rules, would nounced no later than next Tuesday.
of the street car men, but there is a
proposition around which all interest move the previous question thus cutNotary Public Appointed.
panies have had for years that under 4lo greater. The work of the forest
centered at the Capitol early today. ting off debate. He yielded from time
Mills today appointed slow movement toward the return of the law of 1878 one could go on land officers in fighting fires was worthy of
Governor
It was admitted on all tides, boast to time a few moments thus allowing Pablo Ulibarri of Las Vegas, a notary the work on the part of the general that was
supposed to be mineral in commendation. The report shows that
strikers. President Greenwalt of the character and
fully by the Insurgents, hut very quiet- - t he others to speak
public.
cut away as much tim- locomotive sparks lead as a cause of
deon
the Deposed After Seven Years of Czardom
State Federation of Labor is still
ly by the Regulars. The fight
Member of Board of Pharmacy.
ber
he
liked
as
has been dispelled and fires and campers come second. The
revision of the rules l::il been won
termined to put the state wide-strik- e
Washington, March 19. The House
Governor Mills today
decisions
of
state
and federal courts, report is as follows:
thttt
the
present sustained the appeal from the speak- Presciliano Moreno of Las Cruces, a into effect on Monday.
and it was decided
even
and
of
the United States
Fire played less havoc in the woodrulings
rules committee will be overthrown er's ruling by a vote of 182 to 160. member of the territorial board of
court
circuit
of
have
been
lands
of the national forest states last
appeals
selected
the
new
committee
and a
The applause was mild. This brought
SALOON QUESTION AGITATING
by
than it did In 1908, although the
CITY. bowled over by the latest decision.
WINDY
year
House.
THE
the Xorris resolution to the front. It pharmacy.of Former
Portrait
Attorney General.
Hereafter, before anyone can cut number of fires was 410 greater. The
This is assured by the unbroken was ordered read. The speaker had
The portrait of former Attorney
front presented by the Democratic been repudiated by the House he has General J. M. Hervev of Roswell was So Says G. F. Flick, Just Back From timber from the public domain, he department of agriculture has just
must show beyond doubt that the land completed the statistics. The protecminority and by the solid vote of the ruled for seven years. Nobody knew today added to the gallery of attorChicago Business Conditions
from which the timber was cut is min- tive value of the work of the departwhat
would
Mr.
Norris
on
Good.
happen.
just
There Are
any. question affecting
Insurgents
walls of
the
adorns
that
eral
in character. District courts all ment is shown in that (1) almost
neys
general
time
one
moved
that
and a half hours
the rules and made more certain by
That the saloon question has stirr- over the west have held that as
the attorney's general office in the
long eighty per cent of the fire were extinfor
debate
side.
Mr.
be
each
is
which
given
considerable
the very
change
of its as the land was in
Among the men thus hon- ed Chicago to the very heart
mineral territory, guished before as much as five acres
r capitol.
occurring within the ranks of the Reg-- Dalzell said this would be satisfac-ula- ored are some that have attained na- business and social life, and that and sometimes
they were within from had been damaged; (2) less than one
Republicans. Of these a dozen or try to the regulars, but shouts of
U. S. Senator S. from the talk that is going around, the ten to fifty miles of mining camps,
fame
such
as
tional
one-hal- f
was
were
heard
acres to the square mile
and it
are Republicans not classed as jections
Windy City is going to put the sa- they were mineral in character. These and
' tlent that no time limit could be fixed, B. Elkins and a number who are still
of
national
land was burned
forest
the
but who are feeling
loons out of business April 5, was the
tne debate on the resolution pro- - leaders in thought or politics in New declaration of G. Franklin
rulings will no longer be held good. over; (3) and the amount of damage
b"t
break
from
home
that
presFlick,
they
pressure
Mexico.
The court says that the regulations done to the burned-ove- r
area averaged
fxnm the nnranlazitmi and vote ceeded at Sreat length.
ident of the United States Bank and of the
Transfer.
Guard
National
secretary of the interior which but $1.20 per acre.
inand
of
this
Trust
city
for a revision of the rules. Speaker Insurgents Have Margin of Eleven
Company
Arjutant General Brookes today an- terested in several other projects here. have been attempted to be enforced
Votes.
For the twelve months ending DeCannon himself is the biggest obfor
are in accord with the views
nounced
the transfer of First Lieuten- Mr. Flick has
Bulletin Washington, March 19.
returned from Chi- of years
31 last, there were 3,138 fires
cember
just
stacle in the way of his elimination
to
of
McWenie
Las
E.
court.
J.
the
The conten on
ant
supreme
Vegas
where he spent several days on
cago
1.18G caused by locothe
from the rules committee and his con- Norris moved the previous question be Battalion
forests,
Adjutant of the Third business. "The wave of reform has tions of the government in all of the
431 by campers,
294 by
sent must be had before the Regu- which was ordered by a vote of 178 to Battalion of the
motives,
of
Colorado
First
as
well as others in
cases,
Regiment
been gathering in Chicago for several
181 by brush burning, 97 by
lars can make any final compromise. 169. This puts the Norris substitute
lightning,
the west have been held good.
of the National Guard.
years," said Mr. Flick today, "and this
A conference of Regulars and Insur- for his resolution in order and it will Infantry
Admission.
The man who cut the timber for the incendiaries, 38 by swamills and
Seeks
Company
mere
no
ot
sudden
burst
is
mdignadonkey engines, 153 by miscellaneous
gents met at 7:30. For the Regulars be placed on its passage.
tion against the saloon element. The mines in the Cripple Creek district' and 738
oupenuitiuueiii ui iiisuiautc
Not Fighting the Statehood Bill.
The
there were present Majority Leader
by unknown agencies.
the
Chavez today received
application W. C. T. U., the churches generally thought he was well within the act of
19. It he- area burned over was, in round figPayne of New York; Dalzell of PennWashington, March
187S
in
Insurance
of
from
Southwestern
wide
but
the
men
Surety
zone,
cutting
and the well meaning business
ures, 300,000 acres, of which about
sylvania, Smith of Iowa, Tawney of came known that the Arizona and Company of Oklahoma to do business of
Chicago have evidently come to the higher court now says that he has 62,000 were
Minnesota, and Mann of Illinois. For New Mexico statehood bill would re- in the
private lands in national
not
The
been
law.
company
the
He
a
an
bad
is
alcohol
old
violating
is
conclusion
territory.
ithe
that
acres
as
forests,
.the Insurgents, Norris of Nebraska, ceive the attention of Congress before onljr.writes
against
does
the human being and it has resident of anon City and much of in 1908.
surety bonds but also
Some 170,000,000 board feet
Gardner of .Massachusetts, Hayes of the close of the present session. Sen- an accident and health insurance bus- - thjhg- f0r
was
the
timber
to
cut
in
been
decided
the
ask
that
people
finally
locality
Lenroot . of Wisconsin. ators Hale and Bailey, speaking pre- mess.
California,
and sold to the mines at $23 per 1,000 of timber was consumed, of which
to rule it out.
Martin of South Dakota, was also sumably for the two sides of the senfeet was privately owned, as
Big Power Project.
"One of the most pathetic stories feet
230,000,000 in the previous
present. He is classed on either side, ate chamber agreed on this point, but
against
B.
H.
Johnson has come to light and it is greatly
R. H. Boulware and
Mining companies can no longer
hut rather as a harmonizing influence. their agreement did not go to the ex- of Silver
The
loss in' value of timber deyear.
filed
timber
in
buy
state
and
the
application helping the pulpit orators and reforany place
City today
At eleven the conference broke up. tent of guaranteeing passage of the mer
was
less than $300,000, of
stroyed
100 second feet of the flow of the ers in stirring up sentiment against in the future they will have to pay
The speaker was the subject over bill.
which close to $50,000 was privately
one-hal- f
to
the
diverted
be
Gila
river
A
the
standard price.
government
the saloon.
Chicago lady recently
which the conference split. The regcame up at the close of mile from Alum Camp for power pur-- sent her wedding ring to the city
The
The government will seek to collect owned. The loss of the vear before
ulars insisted that he be retained as (Senatorsubject
was about $450,000. Damage done to
Cummins' speech on the railA concrete dam and headgate tor of the Chicago News asking him full value for all of the timber that has
a member of the rules committee or road hill. Mr. Hale
out
the
pointed
are to be built, the entire proposition to try to sell it and give the proceeds been cut in the past five years by reproduction and forage shows a reat least have the opportunity of remarkable decrease, less than $160,000
of
railroad
the
to
to that organization which he thought these companies.
importance
involve an outlay of $1,200,000.
keeping
taining the place. The dissatisfied in- measure before the senate as constantbest to fight the saloon. She said that
Territorial Board of Education.
The important ruling was handed being the record for 1909 and over
surgents were implacable. They made
be- - down in the decision of a case known $700,000 that for 190S.
of
as
because
course
the
action
took
education
she
this
of
of
importboard
ly
possible
territorial
The
many concessons to secure a com- ance of
Idaho Leads.
time for the discus- will meet on Thursday and Friday of cause she was opposed to the selling as the United States vs. Polwman, and
promise, but upon the proposition of sion if leaving
measures
as the code bill next week. The special committee to 'of liquor in Chicago since it had ruin- - was a reversal of the United State3
The largest number of fires occursuch
rules
the
from
the
speaker
removing
ed her husband and broken up her court of appeals for the ninth circuit. red in Idaho 991; but the great incommittee, they stood immovable. and the statehood hill "which we must submit the outline of a syllabus of thecrease over 1908 in that state namesaid.
cerhe
confront,"
happy home. The ring was sent from
When the conference ended, the mem
required subjects for professional
to churoh and; stirring &) MRS. MARY STILLWELL
church
ly 573 is entirely attributable to fires
of
would
Mr.
but
he
Superintendent
with
flushed
faces
that
tificates,
consisting
bers emerged
Bailey replied
FIRES CENTER SHOTS. in the Coeur d'Alene, which were exwith a grim air determined to fight to insist that the statehood bill have r,p .Pnwiff Tnstrnotirm .7. T3 Clark. Peals were made with the woman s
tinguished without material damage.
President C. M. Light of the New sad story as a text.
the bitter end.
proper attention.
"The ring was only worth a few She Proposes a Red Light District in Locomotive sparks were the cause of
Let the Storm Come!
"I don't mean that we shall ad- Mexico Normal school at Silver City, dollars in
money value but hundreds
in Each Town for Housing
611 of the blazes in this forest last
Special to the New Mexican.
so long as the statehood hill is and Professor J. T. Conway, superin- of dollars have been
journ
Immoral Men.
pledged by dif19.
vote
The
year. The explanation of the increase
Washington, March
on the calendar," he said. "The peo tendent of the Raton public schools ferent
congregations when the wedin the total for all forests is to be
to overrule the Speaker's decision by ple of Arizona and New Mexico are will meet on Wednesday afternoon of
ding
ring
story was heard.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 19.
found in this Coeur d'Alene increase.
17, carrying the previous question by
their
next
week
to
report.
prepare
as
tiUed to admission and
far as n
"Fioni conversations I have heard Mrs.
Stillwell of Chicago, who
n
The report of the forester for 1909
tweniy-iwo- ,
disposes oi me couieu-tio- j is in my power I mean to force a With them will meet Professor C. E. on all sides I think Chicago will go came Mary
to Albuquerque from El Paso said of the fire
that the Speaker is the House. final
record of 1908: "That
President
and
of
Albuquerque
Hodgin
disposition of that matter."
if the people vote as they talk." last night in a public address on the
nemnrrntir Tender Clark said: "Mv
was one of prolonged drougth
B. S. Gowen of the New Mexico Norm- dry
year
Mr.
Flick
is
H proposed that the raliroad bill be
declared that Chicago
White Slave Traffic fired some hot
action is not personal against Cannon
al University at Las Vegas.
during the summer and fall, and of
enjoying business prosperity and that shot into the defenders of the Red disastrous forest fires
hut against a system. The vote shows ' laid aside from time to time and the
Enumerators.
Scale
for
Top
throughout the
as
it
the
him
liveliest
city Light district at Albuquerque.
She
that the House can do business when statehood bil taken up, saying that Census Supervisor Paul A. F. Wal- in impresses
The
national
forests suffercountry.
"From Chicago, too, said:
the
it wants to even by a small majority."
ed relatively little. About 232,191,000
ter today received official notification is a country.
movement
the
towards
de"We
great
won't meet any tenement land
Norris of Minnesota says he stands guarantee that there would be no
that the enumerators for New Mexico southwest
board feet of timber, of 0.06 per cent
and it did my heart good to lords in heaven.
by the organization. "Let the storm lay on railroad legislation.
will receive higher compensation as see
of the stand, was destroyed. A total
the
that
excursion
trains
"There
are
five immoral men to ev
Tuesday
come!" Each side was given one hour
Mr. Hale responded that as he was a whole than the enumerators of any
of 2,728 fires was reported, of which
to
had
be run in
and
for debate.
not a member of either committee other state or territory. .Two hun- more sections three, four, five for ery immoral woman.
2,089 were
"A
settlers
bringing
picture gallery of the patrons of rule to an small fires confined as a
Cannon Greeted With Cheers.
having in charge the railroad hill or dred and fifty of them will receive $6 Mew Mexico, Arizona, Texas and oth-te- r the tenderloin
area of five acres or less.
would stagger the city.
Washington, March 19 Speaker the statehood hill, he could make no
cost
The
day; 7 will receive $5.50 a day;
of
fire fighting, exclusive of
of
Mr.
this
Flick
we
are
parts
a
to
country,"
have
red
it
Cannon was greeted with wild cheers
light dis
binding agreement. His only purpose 36 will receive 3 cents a name which
trict for immoral women, let us have the salraies of forest officers, was
from the Republican side as he as- - he sald ,was t0 hasten the legislation will enable them in the towns and said.
This sum, added to the proone for men also.
cended the rostrum shortly after elev-nobefore the S6nate. His-- appeal, cities where this rate is fixed to make AFFILIATION PROPOSITION
of the total salaries of rangportion
"The
social
is
evil
of
eu ami caueu me nouse to order,
respecter
per
was entirely in the interest about $6 a day; while a few, who are
ers and guards properly chargeable to
CARRIES BY GOOD MAJORITY. sons.
Then standing grimly facing the mem- therefore,
to enumerate inmates of institutions
of the railroad measure.
"To
scatter
immoral resorts over a patrol and Are fighting, was less than
bers he made his ruling on a point of
will receive 2 cents a name. In
Votes.
Defeated
Cannon
of one per cent of the
By
means
to
Be
of
Forty
soon they will find
Formed
that
city
Mining
Department
raised
order
against the Norris resoRio Arriba,
no neighborhood can afford to har- value of the timber protected, estimatWashington, March 19. The Norris Guadalupe, Mora, Otero,
American Federation of
Within
lution providing for a new rules comSandoval,
'Sierra, Taos, Torrance,
ed at an average stumpage value of
bor them and many will go out of
Labor.
mittee of the House listening in dead substitute was adopted by 193 to 153 Union and Valencia counties, the $6
votes.
amended
resolution
proThe
$2 per thousand."
Denver, Colo., March 19. 'Prelimsilence. Representative Norris imev
schedule
fixed
been
a
for
has
day
"Three-fourth- s
for a new rules committee then
viding
of
the
vote
returns
a
on
to
recruits
moved
the
taken
the
inary
being
mediately
previous quesery district. The census supervisor.
life of shame come from the country HAMILTON WILL RESIGN
tion on his resolution, thus shutting was passed.
would like to receive applications from bv the Western Federation of Miners
and from good families.
Balm for Cannon.
AS ARTESIA'S POSTMASTER.
on
off debate, and the roll call on the resthe
affiliate
with
the
to
proposition
every district, especially from School
"The inmates of the red light dis
Washington, March 19. Burleson's teachers, who would be willing to American Federation of Labor Indi- olution began.
(Texas), motion to declare the speak- serve in case of an emergency or va-- , cate that the issue will carry by a sub- - trict m the United States number Heavy Flow of Oil Struck in the LowInsurgents Yell With Delight
over 300,000 and over 60,000 additions
er's
seat vacant was defeated.
er Pecos Valley Republican
19.
March
Washington,
Speaker
cancy occurring during the enumera-- , stantial majority. If the Federation are made
Cannon ruled the Norris resolution
s
annually.
depart-placevote
In
is
City Ticket to Be Named.
affiliation
of
a
favor
or
the
to
or
tion
take
just before,
"God knows no sex in immortality;
providing for a new rules committee MINIMUM TARIFF RATE
of those whose applications or ment of mining will be formed within
out of order. Norris appealed. Dalzell
FOR FRANCE AND ALGERIA. designations are rejected for some the American Federation of Labor, the same standard should apply to (Special Correspondence of the New
moved to lay the appeal on the table,
Mexican.)
reason or other by the Washington with the eastern miners organization both men and women.
has its thousands of Artesla, N. M., March 19. The New
"Every
and the House by a vote of 164 to 181
city
coal
miners
the
the
Washington, March 19. President office.
and
controlling
wives. Where the husbands Hardwick hotel I3
refused to lay on the table. The Taft tomorrow at Albany will sign a
western organization in charge of the deserted
nearing completion,
go to I do not know, but they never but it will yet be some time before
with1
Democrats and Insurgents yelled
proclamation giving France and Al SETTLEMENT OF MINE
metalliferous field.
take the babies with them."
delight.
the furnishings can be placed and the
CONTROVERSY POSTPONED.
geria the minimum tariff rates under
Galleries Were Packed.
the Payne-Aldric- h
BALLINGER-PINCHOact, a complete
building
ready for occupancy. J. M.
NORRIS CONGRATULATED BY
Washington, March 19. With the agreement having been reached with Subject of Wage Scale Referred to
Addington, proprietor of the English.
INVESTIGATION RESUMED.
NEBRASKA CONSTITUENTS
"
to Report on
warring factions apparently deter- France."
Kitchen, will be landlord of the new
mined as ever to fight to the bitter
.Near Bottom of List
hotel.
Director Newell of the Reclamation
Monday.
end the contest over Speaker Cannon
Lincoln, Neb., March 19. The folRochester, N. Y., March 19 The
Cincinnati, March 19. There will be ,
Service Testifying Against His
Harry WV Hamilton, postmaster at
and the committee on rules, the House President referred to the measures he no final determination of the contro- lowing telegram was sent to Con- Artesla, has gone - to San Antonio,
Chief Today.
The interest hoped Congress would adopt at this versy of mine owners ana mine work-- 1
(reassembled
today.
Washington, March 19. The Ballin-er- s gressman Norria, the member from Texas where his family has resided
among the members of official Wash- session in the following order.
of the United States until next
investigation was resum- - the Fifth Nebraska district, who is for several months and it is reported
The bill amending the interstate week. The joint conference of the ed today with F. H. Newell, director leading the fight against Speaker that he will
ington, and the public generally was
resign as postmaster hero
so pronounced that long before the commerce law.
central competitive neia has placed of reclamation work on the stand. Mr Cannon:
and
take
up
permanent residence in
House was called to order, the gallerThe bill for the postal savings the entire matter in the hands of a Newell's
"Congratulations to you; fight on the Texas city.
.
testimony was largely cor
were
banks.
ies
packed.
joint scale committee. That commit- roborative of that given bv his sub and win."
This week, one of the Gesler & Slv
Clark Leads Off Debate.
The
tee has referred it to its
bill.
The telegram is signed by about cumb rJgs struck the heaviest flow of
ordinate, Chief Engineer Davis, who
The statehood bill.
Washington, March 19. Mr. Norris
tee adjourning unui wonaay to await was before the committee, two days twenty state and county officials and
offered a substitute for the pending
The conservation bill.
its report.
business men.
last week,
(Continued on Page Eight)
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the size of your shoes, it's some

anfaction to know that many

Established 1856.

peo-

wear shoes a size smaller by
MY CREED.
the antishaking Allen's
I do not fear to tread the path that
septic powder, into them. Just the
ihose I love have long .since thing for Dancing Parties, Patent
trod;
leather Shoes and for Breaking in
I do not fear to pass the gates and
When rubbers or overNew Shoes.
stand before the living God.
shoes become necessary and your
In this world's fight I've done im- shoes pinch. Allen's
gives
Instant relief. Sold Everywhere, 25c.
part;
Allen S.
If God be God He knows it well.;
Sample FREE. Address,
He will not turn His back on me and Oimstead, Le Roy, X. Y., Dont's accept
anv substitute.
send me down to blackest hell
I have not prayed aloud and
shouted iut the market-place- .
Tis what we do, not what we say,
.
i .
Hi
I I I
tin I I I I 17 ruTV
that makes us worthy of His

Incorporated 1903.
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Leather and Leather Ebony
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Goods.
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S. Spitz

JEWELER

L.

Gilder

in

Putnam's

Italian Killed
Near
Intoxicated
French While stupid with drunk, an
Italian put off a freight train on the
Santa Fe near French, fell under the
trucks and was killed.
Cripple Attempts Suicide Modesto
Tafoya attempted suicide at Raton by
rutting his throat with a razor, but. it.
is hoped to save his life. Tafoya is a
cripple both of whose legs were cut
off in a railroad accident eight years
ago.
Two Deaths at Albuquerque
Ray
Gimn, the live year old son of Mrs.
Ivy Gunn, died at Albuquerque. Mrs.!
Mamie I'mfleet wife of Charles
J.j
died
I'rnfieef, a Santa Fe engineer,
this week at Albuquerque where the
funeral took place yesterday afternoon.
Roswell Democrats Nominate Ticket
The Democrats of Roswell have
nominated a ticket in opposition to
the Prohibition ticket. They have
placed .1. S. Lea on the ticket for
their candidate for mayor; and John
T. McClure for city treasurer.
W. C. T. U. Organized at Willard
A branch of the Woman's
Christian
Temperance Union was organized this
week at Willard, Torrance county,
with Mrs. Putney as president; Mis.
Harrison, treasurer; Mrs. Ross, secretary; Mrs. Dunlavy, Mrs. Wolfe, Mrs.
Perrin and Mrs. Dreyfuss as honorary
members.
Would Have Cost Him His Life.
Oscar
Bowman, Lebanon,
Ky.,
I have used Foley's Kidney
writes:
Remedy and take great pleasure in
stating it cured me permanently of
kidney disease which certainly would
have cost me my life." Sold by Stripling-B-

eeds Seeds

& Cc.
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CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALLKINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

FRANK F. GORMLEY
PiroNK

Church of the Holy Faith.
Sunday, March 20th, Palm Sunday.
Holy communion at 7:45 a. m.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer and sermon at 11

yfOfi CANON
ROA I

1Q
117

BLACK

a. m.

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN
T7 TRT1TD A T C Given Careful
Personal Attention
RKSIDKNOK

NIGHT FHONK
PICTURE

FRAMING

DPf)

W

ICQ
lOO

TASTEFULLY

AND

TRY OUR Ground

RED

P. W. PRATT,
Missionary an Charge.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Worship at 11 a. m.
Senior League at 6:45 p. m.
Worship at 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
at 7:30.
Everybody welcome.
C. F. LUCAS, Pastor.

130
DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

.1

Presbyterian.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Christian Endeavor 4 p. m. Preaching at
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. in. by the Rev.

Mai lea

Casper of Albuquerque.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at
7:30 o'clock. Everybody welcome.
Hugh

Also Good iot Chickens
International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

Dealers in

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Saltan! Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

DIAMONDS

b
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YONTZ wvrcHES j

MANUFACTURER OF

SI'ST
Service
Right
Right

!

I

A.

$100

SOLE AGENTS FOR

"Wholesale and Retail

4

Evening prayer at 4: 'JO p. m.
Next week being Holy Week there
will be services on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 4: P0 in the
afternoon, Wednesday at 7:30 in the
evening and Friday at 10 in the morn- -

I

MEXICAN FILIGREE
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Date Methods

Cut Class. China and Silurwarrt

345 San Franoloco St.

SANTA FE, H. M.
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Denver,

REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
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Ladies Garments

Made to
Measure

todipc
r
I
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Colo.,

March

- "1

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

1H.

Forecast' for N'ew Mexico:
Fair weather tonight and Sunday with stationary

Magazine.
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Will Move Into Rectory Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Asplund will move into the
rectory in the rear of the Church of
the Holy Faith on East. Palace ave-- j
nue.

j

Every garment made to

j

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

i

Attend the base-- j
ball game on St. Michael's ground at!
Detroit's
3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
peerless pitcher, Speer, will twirl,
Tickets 25 cents.
Las Vegas Will Have a Fair The
.as Vegas Agricultural Fair Association has distributed circulars that it
will have a fair this fall. The New
Big Game Sunday

j
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have to rustle to get into a field with
a fair at Santa Fe this year.
ComDeep Snow Assistant Land
missioner Mateo Lujan says that 72.5
inches of snow fell on the Cimarron
range in eastern Colfax county this
season. There are still four feet of
snow on the level in that part of New
Mexico and a good water supply for
the summer is assured.
Real Estate Transaction Contractor August Reingardt has sold his
lnla'utifiU brick cottage pn IJncoln
avenue to Miss Mugler. Consideration private. This is the second cottage that Mr. Reingardt has built
himself lately and disposed of. He
will shortly start work on a liiird cottage into which he expects to move if
lie does not sell it before it is completed.
Still More Sunshine Fair tonight
and Sunday with stationary temperature is the prediction of! the weather
bureau. Yesterday was as ideal as its
predecessor only that the maximum
temperature in the shade went up to
03 degrees, a few degrees higher than
the day before. The minimum was 30
degrees. The relative humidity was
28 per cent last evening.
A year ago
today the sunshine was 61 per cent,
the maximum temperature 39 degrees
and the minimum 28 degrees. Two
and a half inches of snow fell.
Swastikas Reorganize The Santa
Fe Swastika Baseball Club reorganized last evening with Howard Kess as
manager, Benjamin Alarid, captain;
Luis M. Baca, secretary and Amado
Larragoite, treasurer. The following
Howard Kerr, first
is the line-up- :
base; Luis M. Baca, catcher; Felipe
Ortiz, pitcher; Benjamin Alarid, secthird
ond base; Jose Mondragon,
base; Amado Larragoite, short stop;
Abran Sena, right field; Jose Ortiz,
center field; Frank Garcia, left field;
Ernest Slaughter, substitute. The
club is ready to consider challenges.
Young Man Succumbs to Pneumonia
Antonio R., the nineteen year old
son of former Justice of the Peace
Henry Pacheco, died yesterday afternoon at 3:15 o'clock, after eight days'
illness of pneumonia, at his home on
Palace avenue, just across the Arroyo
Sais in the house of David Gonzales.
The deceased was born and reared in
Santa Fe and was an unassuming,
Christian young man. Besides his
father, four brothers and a sister survive. The funeral will take place on
Monday morning. Requiem mass will
be celebrated at the Cathedral and
interment will be made in Rosario
,
cemetery.
That Baseball Game
Arrangements have been completed for the
great ball game at St. Michael's tomorrow when 'Speer, of the Detroit
Tigers, and Dick, of Memphis, will
stand in the box and make the Santa
Fe batters and catchers look
eyed at their curves. It is going
to be a gerat game, from all accounts,
and Manager Albert Clancy is working hard to get out a large crowd.
The game is to be a benefit performance and neither Dick nor Speer will
be fined for playing with
There are several brave Santa Fe boys who say they will put on
the catcher's bird cage if need he to
eat the "pellets" that the great twirl-er- s
will pass over the plate.
"goo-goo- "
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We en rry everything you need in lmilclersi Hardware from the wire
screen on the front door to the outside knob on the kitchen door.
Your houee or building, if propei ly "hardwared," will be much more
handsome than if you give no care to the kind of "trimmings" you use,
WICKS IT'S ANYTHING

IN HARDWARE, WE HAVE IT.

If it's Hardware WS9Jwarc2S We have it.

oal

WHOLESALE
Al D RETAIL

Lump

CERRILL03

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

EKZTun.vKf.
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR A
for
sale nnpurn noun nniuiDAMV ASK
SAMPLE
ONLY AT iiuuiilii uuuu uumiftiii
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Oatron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE

business,

to loan

on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
ac low rate of interest

Box, 25c.

Where else on theface of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possiblefor us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.
PHARMACY

ZOOKS

1

"Quality Before Price.

one

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

DAY

Take L XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money if it failsonto cure
each
W K. U ROVE'S
signature ia

DFY GOODS

I

Does a general ABSTRACT
TO CURE A

I

FOR HALF A. CFNTIIRY

No

ZOOK HAS IT

1

PHONE 213
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DOUBT DISAPPEARS

Santa Fe Who Has a
Back Can Ignore This Double

No One In

OF BANKING POLICY
COMMON IN EUROPE.

Bad

Proof.

Concentration of Cash
serves With Their Freest Use
in Case of Need.

Effective

Re-

terest. This investment commands
the broadest possible market.
Acceptances are given by European
banks and bankers mainly for three
kinds of drafts the documentary bill,
the commercial credit bill, and the fin

BABY WASTED TO
A

ance bill.

Does your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Backache Is kidney ache,
With it comes dizzy spells.
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,

rl&Si

X 31.

MERE SKELETON

PAGE THREE.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th West Point of th 8outhwtt"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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Washington, March 19. An illumi"
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Bring thorough, lasting cures.
mission. The monograph is entitled accept, let us say, a three months' HE WOULD HAVE DIED
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You have read Santa Fe proof.
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Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good the payee, only that structure is safe shipper will have no difficulty in sellface. 1 had a phyG, Hamiltoj, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
and I now readily confirm every word and efficient which provides for effec- ing to a bank in San Paolo his bill
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ing benefited me until I procured this respect Mr. Warburg declares send this foreign bill to England, called another
Still he grew
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ponent part, although a most vital one Brazilian bank prefers to do so, it Soap and C iticura Ointment. So great located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
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bands dally, sometimes
The next morning he passed on. such countries as have.. the lowest to cnange
of the stomach.
.
box
have just received our new Stock of this
be at your command. You couldn't four pieces of a tape worm. aHe then got45a feet
heinsr. without any change whatever of rate,
he
in
three
and
passed
or
fluctuations
with
else
have better if you owned the biggest Ion. It wasdays
of
of only
Mr. Matt Freck,
Milleraburg, They may use all foreign credits at
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 EmbroidCo., Pa. I am quite a worker for
or
of 1 per cent
private stable you know of. And at a Dauphin
the same time when the interest rate
use them myself and find them beneficial
I
eries
and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
mere fraction of a private stable's ex- for most any disease caused by impure blood." at home is higher than the rates rul per annum.
B. Condon, Iwiston, Pa., (Mifflin Co.)
Chas.
during this month only. All new patterns and
pense.
ing abroad, and, conversely, they may
Good.
Taste
credits
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent,
at times cover all their foreign
A failing tiny nerve no larger than
designs.
&
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
and use only the financial accommo the finest silken thread takes from
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuPLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
ine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
dation offered at home, if, for the the Heart its impulse, its power, its
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
921
cure or your money back.
time being, the home rate is lower regularity. The Stomach also has its
ADOLF
DRY
CO
than the rates abroad.
hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
The vast majority of these com Shoop who first told us it was wrong
merclal credit bills are drawn without to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
& DYE WORKS
collateral, but there are many instan- Heart or Kidneys. His prescription
ces where the drawer of the bill gives Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
security to the acceptor by the pledge straight for the cause of these ailFRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
of his own bills receivable or of ments these weak and faltering in
THE
claims against his customers or of side nerves.
no doubt clearly
This,
merchandise or similar collateral.
the Restorative has of
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
'
The total volume of bills represent- explains why
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
so rapidly in popularity.
late
grown
one
ing commercial credits given by
say that those who test the
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
Denver Colorado.
LADIES AND GENTS CLOTHES
country to any other is relatively un- Druggists
even for a few days soon
Restorative
amount
to
the
as
compared
important
TIES, PARASCtS, ETC.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
become fully convinced of its wonderof documentary hills issued, but large
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
numbers of such bills are drawn by ful merit. Anyway, don't drug the
the borne customer on the home bank- organ. Treating the cause of sickness
!
er, especially in France and Germany. is the only sensible and successful
s
Co.
Since the rate for a three months' way. Sold by
A M, BERGERE,
New Mexico.
is
advance
much
cash
higher
very
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
N.
M.
Santa
Catron Block ,
than the discount rate for three If you are in need of anything, try
months' bills, it is nearly always more a New Mexican Want Ad.
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will not exceed the increase in Albu
STIFF, OLD CONSTITUTION.
lwo
'lue
in
his
was
Thomas Jefferson
It
day
already who stretched the constitution!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
until it cracked in order to permit the1
Sm;i11 Holding Claim No. 1421.
purchase of Louisiana, and despite the
Forest- - Xot
012531' Pecos
veneration that the nation has for the! Serial
Land-tio(,al
venerable document and the admonito New Mexico to formulate its Department of the Interior,
constitution after the federal constitu-- ! rnited States Land OptiSanta Fe, N. M., March 5, 19110.
on, there are occasions now and!' Notice
is hereby given that the fol- risrhts
of
this
barter
(hpn whpn
claimant has filed nonamed
lowing
stands in the way of progress or imtice of his intention to make final
or
an
proves
provement
embarrassing
barrier to much needed innovations. proof in support17 of his claim under
of the act of March
For instance it has been held uncon- sections 16 and
1831
(2G Stats., 834), as amended
3,
stitutional to enforce arbitration of
labor disputes, just as some other by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
things essential to public security and 'Ho
mnrle hpfnrA Rppi'tpr nnrt T?epeifer
welfare
are unconstitutional. But
at
Santa
Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910,
ever since President Roosevelt, in a
viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro
personal way, though backed by the
of Rowe, N. M., for the W
prestige of his great office, took in Quintana,
NE
NW
Sec. 28, NE
hand the great anthracite coal strike
SE
of Sec. 20, T
and brought it to a hasty conclusion, Sec. 29, SE
the fact has been recognized that the 16 N., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., contain
federal government may, as a friendly ing 160 acres.
He names the following witnesses
intermediary, do much to avert or ter- to
ad
prove his actual continuous
minate disastrous strikes.
for
tract
verse
said
of
possession
To this end provision has been made
in what, is known as the Erdman act twenty years next preceding the surfor government arbitration, subject to vey of the township, viz.:
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
the will of the disputants. The offi
cials to whom the appellants must pre- Rowe, N. M.; Vicente Quintana and
sent their claims are the chairman of Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
the interstate commerce commission
the allowance of said proof,
against
and the commissioner of labor. This
or who knows of any substantial reais
now
service
asked
government
by
the railroads as a means of averting son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
the strike of 50,000 firemen and
proof should not be allowed will be
d
The representatives of the railway given an opportunity at the
e
and place to
time
employes have consented to this
witnesses of said claimant
Whatever their claims and to the
offer evidence in rebuttal of
they certainly would employ any con- that submitted
by claimant.
sistent means to reach a settlement
MANUEL R. OTERO,
rather than precipitate a strike that
Register.
would seriously cripple the transportation business, inflicting tremendous
If you are in need of anything, try
loss and inconvenience on the country
a New Mexican Want Ad.
and injuring far more who are not directly concerned or responsible than
are in the deplorable controversy.
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
g
Ej

4

1-- 4

2

PALEN. President.

L. A. HUGHES,

5
cj

2

$150,000
'
80.000

7ansacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the mast favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and fo6sign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any moaey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to thern as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the

the construction of the Elephant
Buttes project even in tne aay wneu
...;
se
Qiimwiuinuthe reclamation
5
the Herald opposed it as long as ni- But the
had decided to build a reservoir in the teen and more years ago.
5
Rio Grande 200 miles south of El Xew Mexico press and people do pro5
and resist the absurd departmentPaso. Supposing it had placed an em- test
?j
Reclamation
at al order under which the
bargo on all irrigation enterprises
Service has prohibited the construcor near El Paso. Las Graces, Engle, nun ui
iwisau--"
d
,
and not only that but on all projects to reclaim more iinni one iuuuaa.nu
of
El
Paso,
on the tributaries south
acres on the upper Rio Grande or any
such as the Pecos as far north as
tributary thereof. This position of
j, a
or Fort Sumner or even Las Ve- northern New Mexico is made the
iJuu ruxjxjuTJTJTjnj-Ln-nrum nrjrjiJTrinj7runj-mjTn- j
was
gas. Supposing this embargo
stronger by the fact that the water
mainly to satisfy some treaty obliga- that passes the White Rock canon, at
tion with some foreign country for ordinary times never reaches the
which neither Texas nor El Paso nor Elephant Buttes and that therefore
the Pecos nor the Mesilla valley the construction of irrigation works
would receive any compensation what- in northern New Mexico can have no
ever. What would be the position of other than a beneficial effect on the
the El Paso Herald on the question flow at the Elephant Buttes if it has
B22HE2I5EI3 lag.
then? Would it bless or blame the any effect at all. It has been the
reclamation service, especially if it experience of those who measured the
could prove that not a drop of the flow of the Rio Grande, that although
W'l-LIAVAUGHN pROP,
water that passes Roswell or Las 500 second feet may be flowing past
Albusouth
of
river
Buckman's
the
the
Cruces or El Paso ever reached
One of
in
reservoir site preempted by the querque and even north of Albuquer
been
has
was
It
south?
que
practically dry.
Cuisine and
THE POST IS STILL PESSIMISTIC.
Tnited States 200 miles to the
Large Sample
Would it publish an editorial so full shown that even tnougn tremendous
Table Service
The Washington, D. C., Post is still PLAZA BARBER SHOP
Room for Comcame
there
floods
Fe
Santa
the
down
of ingenious falsehood and misrepreabout
Unex
outlook for statethe
pessimistic
mercial Travelers
at
was not the least perceptible rise
hood tout its pessimism is unfounded.
sentation as the following:
For 19 years the only
even at Albuquerque.
or
Btittes
the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
"El Paso need have but little fear On the other hand, several times this However, it says:
first class tonsorial parlor
"The last time both our great poli- from the protest of the Albuquerque spring, a considerable rise of the
in Santa Fe.
tifa
w um ,peupie
people against the Elephant Butte pro- Rio Grande was reported at El Paso
w."u
and made plea for
..........
who
votes,
each
them
of
Mexico
New
people
OUR NEW PITCH
the
is
It
AMERICAN AND
ject.
and at Engle and yet the river was
insisted that it was for immediate
EUROPEAN PLAN
need to have a care the people of lower than ever at Buckman's.
TREATMENT
Let
for the territories of Arithat territory who reside in the the El Paso Herald ten the truth and statehood
zona and New Mexico. And at this is guaranteed to cure, (not only
Mesilla valley. The Albuquerque peo- its influence in behalf of the Elephant
moment everybody in Congress and relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
resiown
their
are
working against
Butte dam construction will be much nutu nf
ple
.,
.
!p
..fciv-o,
I"' O.aLCUUUU, iHU other scalp irritations. We also
thot rF tl,o
dents.
if
common
yet,
is worth any- carry a complete line of all the
"El Paso is assured of water New Mexico press will give the Me- - thing, there is opinion
no more chance of popular hair and facial tonics.
Tnited
the
of
at
the
silla
the
Engle project
valley
through the treaty
statehood this session than there
HERPICIOE. DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
States with Mexico for an equitable earliest date possible. As the El Paso would be jf nobody in Congress
,
division of the waters of the Rio Herald, has remarked previously, there or nut'
iPnTitrrooo
nf
iiM,.nipni
BATHS BATHS BATHS
"
Now
"'T.
Grande. El Pasoans were pressed to is water enough for all in the Rio
uu .1
uuu
a
n
f tv,
t
.1.,,.,
,n
international
proposed
accept the
"If an individual conducted his prienvate affairs on that plan of deception,
dam, which could have been construct- as all the other dams that private
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
ed near here and much cheaper than terprise wants to build on tributaries he would count himself a favorite of Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor
your
the Elephant Butte dam, but, moved of the Rio Grande be constructed at fortune if he escaped the scrutiny of laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
date.
earliest
the
possible
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
a grand jury.
by a desire to see as much prosperity
The policy of the New Mexican has
Commodious Sample Room
"There is not a man on Capitol hill
All work is guaranteed: your
as possible in the region roundabout,
,
socks are mended and buttons
El Pasoans jomea uie .iema. voucj been consistent-- for there never has who is not in favor of statehood for
Elebeen a day since the Elephant Buttes Arizona and New Mexico. Yet it is a
sewed on you shirts, without
Long Distance Telephone Station.
people in the effort to secure the
extra charge.
was first broached that it has historical fact that 37
was
project
This
approved
dam.
Butte
ago
years
phant
and ordered built and the government not advocated the construction of the Stephen B. Elkins, then a delegate in PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
Engle dam and has lent its influence Congress from New Mexico, came
is going to build it.
Steam Heated: Electric
for whatever it was worth to realize nearer securing the admission of that
FIRST CLASS CAFE
"All that the Albuquerque people this fond
Room
Every
Lighted,
hope of the Mesilla valley. Territory as a full state of our sisterit
satisfaction
can do is protest; little
IN CONNECTION
Can the El Paso Herald claim the hood than any one else has
a Good One,
since, or
will give them, and they are welcome same consistency?
one
else is likely to now. Then
any
to what they get out of it. The inthere was strong and vigorous and
PRESS THE BUTTON VE DO THE REST,
be
will
ever
come,
should
if
The most popular issue that has most plausible, if not
jury, any
logical,
opposiMesilla
to the New Mexicans in the
been promulgated by President Taft tion to statehood.
Now there is no
valley, residents of the same territory thus far is the issue of economy. Nat- opposition whatever. If a vote could
Pasoans
El
as Albuquerque, not to the
urally, he expected to encounter a be had, it would be unanimous for
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
We Are
nor Texans.
storm of opposition, for every man statehood in each House of Congress.
to
affected
or
is
who
is
indirectly
pledged
directly
"If it were fashionable to expel
"The United States
you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
give the Mexican people a certain by a consistent system of retrench- states from the Union, several of
How
amount of water from the Rio Grande; ment and economy by Congress and those now in would go out before
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to
international law demands this, The the Washington authorities, will do Arizona and New Mexico came in."
adOur Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
United States will furnish its obliga- his level best to make the Taft
best proof that we merit yours
But the
The Western Liberal published at
tions with Mexico and the El Paso ministration unpopular.
lowest
are
'Where
With
mass
will
of
understand.
prices
people
same
time;
Lordsburg and of which Don H.
valley will get water at the
G.LUPK HERRERA
prices going up, with wages failing to
one of New Mexico's journalistic
Proprietor
that is assured.
keep pace with necessary expenses, veterans, is the editor, points out the
for
safe
also
will
get
Mesilla
"The
quality"
valley
the average man and woman is in no
value of the recent publication
water, but not due to the, aid of the humor to tolerate extravagance in of- great
of
and
Al-plans
specifications for model
people of its own territory. While
ficial circles,
RATES $1.00 A BAY AND UP
especially since the school houses by the New Mexico deALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
One Resolution to Make
btiquerque and the northern part of questionof direct taxation is coming partment of education. He
says:
whole
the
project, nearer to being a vital issue than
the territory fight
"In this book is the plan of a two
the El Pasonas have been and are still ever before. A government that is room brick house,
which, it is estiaw
fm- a
whole.
The
mi.l-it
J Iilllig ivi
living beyond its income must put on mated would cost from $1,800 to
What other 1910 Resolu
Mesilla valley will probably learn for the brakes and there never was a ?2,000. Two such
which would
tion youmay make
houses,
all time as a result of this fight, just time or a day when the brakes didn't about equal the
present Lordsburg
El
its
friends.
look
for
twist
how
the
to
where,
hurt no matter
light
house, could be built for $4,000, and
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Resolve now that you will
Paso has declined to take a settle- that applied them. President Taft the district could have five or six
ment with a dam at El Paso; it has can safely relegate all other issues such school houses for the money that
trade at KAUNK & OO. the
The'oniy first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
stood for Mesilla valley reclamation to the rear if he will merely insist it has invested in the one unsightly
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
coming year. It Is a resolutoo.
ently and persistently hammer along buildfngi. Thie heatlinf; wntdlationi,
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed
tion in your own Interest, for
and to a large extent, the lighting
of
the
Elephant the lines of wise economy.
"The building
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
It means the best possible
of our school house could be
Butte dam does not prevent, the peomen.
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
,
to conform with the plans of
A Chicago paper of more than ordi
table supplies at lowest posple to the north, up about Albuquer-quiefrom irrigating their farms from nary weight begins an editorial on these model houses, and as the dissible prices.
Corner of Water St.
the river. They can build diversion "The Eternal Feminine," as follows: trict has plenty of money this should
and Don Gas par Ave.
dams and irrigate all they want to; 'Somewhere near the rock of' Gibral be done next summer. The Liberal
skull of believes in giving the children the
they are merely prevented from con- tar they have unearthed the
scientists
woman
the
'whom'
say best there is, even if it does cost
a
water
to
catch
dams
Think It over-ls- n't
KAUNE
structing storage
It money, but doe's not believe in throw
inlived
000,000
about
ago."
years
that would interfere with the big
for you
store
the
Co,
logical
some
to
if
give the children
ing away money
ternational project. The people in that would not be extraordinary
1910.
a
second
without
class
to
article."
Mexico
New
through
patronize
country
weekly
northern region are not now irrigating
M
distinHERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
of the acreage that they proof reader had difficulty in
but
from
"whom,"
"who"
alwill
Fe
like
have
guishing
Santa
if
something
and
tried,
they
irrigate
might
in a Chicago daily's editorial columns, $20,000 to spend next year for muniEVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
though they have had the water for
kind is worthy of cipal purposes.
This is less than
200 years and more, they have never a blunder of that
No wonder, an eminent $2.40 per capita but some permanent
comment.
tried extensive irrigation systems.
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
of
the New Mexican in results should be in evidence by the
subscriber
Mexico, Texas and the Mesilla valley
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
to English as she is end of the year and a good start
attention
&
COMPANY
calling
as
have been irrigating as far back
writes:
in
murdered
on
the
City,
a
should
of
Windy
made
be
perma
plan
history runs, and they are entitled to "This is tuff! And the writer is sure- nent
Frank P. Stur-geimprovements.
continue it, through rights they acbetter and
knows
ly one 'whom'
who is a candidate for the ReExcellent Assortments of
Don't
quired by prior discovery and usage. 'whom' is only keerless," and 'whom'
is
publican nomination for mayor,
FaU
Many
"Albuquerque should recognize the wants to make sure that every office pledged to a wise, conservative exBurned Leather Goods
to
other
equity of the entire matter, and prob- - holder in the proposed state of New penditure of public funds and to the
Burned Wooden Placques
Call
articles
ably does, but the sound of the ham Mexico speaks English.
work of permanent improvements.
All Kinds of Drawn Work
and
that
mer is sweet music to the ears of
Albuquerque, under a Democratic,
knock."
hence
the
Leather Pillows Tops
attract:
many people,
Senator Beveridge has done fairly
reform, business men's admin- 1
Inspect
LAUNDRY
Northern New Mexico and south well by New Mexico in his statehood istration, expended last year
an increase of 43 per cent in
ern uoioraao ao not. oojeet to tne con bill and even though New Mexico and
struction of the Elephant Buttes dam Arizona must wait every time he Is two years. Says the Albuquerque
"The per capita
They are satisfied to let the Mesilla on one of his frequent trips to Indi- Morning Journal:
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
the city governvalley and even the El Paso valley ana, they have learned the lesson of expense of operating
'
in
have every drop of water that passes patience In the school of hard knocks. ment is $8.02. Tliis is an increase
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Proprietor
the Buttes. They will lend a hand to They expect little and are truly grate- per capita expense in two years, of
and
Friday.
Edeturns
Thursday
of
Mesilla
for
the
ful for whatever favors they receive. $2.41
In the reclamation
every man, woman and child
Santa Fe, N, M.
San Francisco St.
' help
Santa Fe does not AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
vallev and will use all the influence It was not always thus, but statehood In Albuquerque."
is so desirable that even the bravest want that kind of a municipal
they may possess to bring about
F O. BROWN Agent
dam.
of
the
With a man like F. P. Stur-ge-s
construction
cringe when a whisper might dash a
Engle
speedy
Phone No. 23 Red
as mayor the per capita expense
The New Mexican zealously advocated half century of hope to the ground.
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J. O. Clark, a New York tourist, is
in the city.
is at the
,T. C. Fenton of Denver,
Coronado hotel.
Ira C. Watson of Montrose, Col., is
a tourist at the Claire.
T. B. Skinner of Colorado Springs,
is here on irrigation matters.
E. E. Brown, a merchant of Ft.
Worth, Tex., is at Gregg's hotel.
William Mann, a traveling salesman
from Kansas Sity, is at the Palace.
W. J. Gray of Phoenix. Ariz., is here
on legal business. He is at Gregg's
hotel.
B. Martinez and Adolfo Baca of Las
Vegas, are registered at the Coronado
""
hotel.
B.
Fort
of
II.
Parsons
Attorney
Sumner, Guadalupe county, is here on
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Scientists have been telling us that HALLEY'S COMET
would destroy the earth and all its people, but we are
not discouraged one bit, and expect to be in business in
Santa Fe for a long time yet. We think the scien
tists are wrong, but you cant go wrong if you buy
"WESTERN SEEDS"

business.
a lumber man of
Rio
Arriba
Dulce,
county, is here on
S. S. Sutherland,

You dont need to hs a Scientist to use Our gardens tools and implements.
We have all kinds of farm implements, plow, harrows, cultivators, seeders,
diics, scrapers, etc.

business.
Reed Haiioinan of Tucumcari, is
visiting friends here. He is stopping
A bank account not only gives you a safe place to keep your money, but at the Claire.
The members of the card club will
it is also a great convenience. Besides every check you draw is a legal
meet this afternoon as the guests of
receipt for the debt you pay.
Mrs. James Selignian.
Make OUR Bank 'YOUR BAXK.
Colonel E. C. Abbott is at. the Shore-- j
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
ham. Washington, and expects to start
for home next week.
r

UNITED STATES BANK

O

C- -

&

TRUST

CO.

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS.

'

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.

the Palace.
Lieutenant E.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

McWenie of the
Xew Mexico National Guard, and E. P.
Mackel of Las Vegas, are here on bus-

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

iness.
Frank Brown is reported to be seriously ill and it is feared that he may
not recover. He has been in poor
health for some time.

119 San Francisco

IE

L. G. Shanklin. the St. Louis salesman, is still in the city. He now is
registered at Gregg's hotel.
Friday of next week being Good
Friday, the Fifteen Club will not meet
until the second Friday in April.
Captain and Mrs. Clark M. Carr of
Albuquerque, have gone to Washington, D. C, to spend several weeks.
D. T. Hoskins, the Las Vegas banker, a member of the penitentiary
board, is registered at the Palace.
Former Superintendent of Public Instruction Hiram H'adley of Las Cru-ce- s
spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
Wr. R. Johnson of Chicago, M. Draper of Central City, Colo., and B. O.
T7!llwnrtVi nf bpuvpr nrp cifrht seers at

St.

UKg

J.

Mrs. S. B. Grirnshaw. Miss Marian
and Miss Florence Moore
McQuarrie
ALSO
will leave this evening for El Paso
where they expect to spend a month.
There will be a meeting of Stephen
PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
Watts Kearny Chapter, D. A. R. at the
residence of Mrs. L. Bradford Prince
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
at 3 o'clock on Wednesday afternoon
March 23.
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
ts
and hat racks. Wagner folding
for the babies.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. VanStone
have decided to take up their resiThey are GREAT!!
dence at Estancia and will vacate the
over our stock and see if there isn'c
house on Hillside avenue which has
something to interest yuu.
been their home.
District Attorney and Mrs. E. C. Ab
bott gave a card party Thursday, St.
Patrick's day. Straight bridge was
Ornamental Doors.
played and the twenty guests enjoyed
the affair very much.
Governor Curry expects to leave tonight or tomorrow for his home at
Tularosa. He has been kept quite
busy greeting friends and with social
attentions during his stay here.
George F. Baer, president of the
Philadelphia and Reading railroad, and
Charlemagne Tower, former ambassador to Germany passed Lamy today
over the Santa Fe on their way east
from California.
"Mr. and Mrs. Ronie H. Jaffa are
Vl!'"'
here, on a short visit from Los Angeles. Mr. Jaffa is a son of Mrs. Besare made to perfection from our
sie Jaffa and a brother of B. 0. and
Lumber) because the wood is
Will Fill Every Prescription
Walter Jaffa of this city." Albuquerin
and
perfect every particular
que Morning Journal.
unfailing fidelity to
free from every imperfection of With strictest care and
"Miss Emma Daniels a member of
doctor's orders. Too much may depeDd
the
knots, cracks and warpings. on the medicine he prescribes to admit of the Normal
faculty, has reis
Every foot of it
thoroughly the slightest deviation, carelessness or sub- turned to herUniversity
at the resiapartments
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so stitution.
dence of R. B. Rice from Las Vegas
it can be absolutely relied upon ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS hospital, where she had been a paby carpentsrs' and builders, and are employed. That means not alone the tient for several days." Las Vegas
archi- right medicine but also the right strength Daily Star.
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges in Miss Ethel Church gave a musicale
mention pur Lumber in their spite of our extra care and extra quality.
early in the week in honor of Miss
s pacifications.
Hanish, just before heir departure for
STRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.;
California.
Miss Hanish who has a
Where your dollar buys the most.
fine contralto voice,
sang several
solos which delighted the music lov-

Dealers in Furniture

go-car-

Lxk

Charles W. Dudrow

ers present.

To The Public

1

have Purchased Mr. Vierra's interests in the

EL PINON

PHOTO STUDIO.

and will be prepared to do all kinds of PHOTOGRAPHIC work, in all the new and
styles. We use the very
best Xenses and all the late styleslln Oards'nnd Folders. We are overhauling
the Studio and will be ready for business MONDAY March 21st. All are
cordially invited to call and see our work and get our prices.
Our Motto
Will be to
Please.

THE EL PINON STDDIO

Mrs. C. H. Benning gave a dinner
party this week at her home, 238 Palace avenue, in honor of Miss Cora
Hanish, who has been visiting here
and who has gone to Los Angeles. The
table was tastefully decorated with
hyacinths and violets. Covers were
laid for twelve.

ALEXANDER.
Manager,

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Our paints and kalsomines will brighten up your home, we have all the
colors'ycu want.

Dont buy garden hose till you see what we are showing in that line, it costs
no more than the common kind.

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
JUST
Call and see the

That

RESOLVED
You Shoulp furnish

Your body and make it
Fittouve- in You owe
-

--

Beautiful Flowers
on DISPLAY.
MISS A MUGLER
Siutheast Corner Plaza.
TOMORROW WILL BE
PALM

this

To

Yourself And To

friends-Yo- u
know
VALUE
THE
WELL
OF
OIL

Your
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GOOD FRONT
CEJ ONE

QqsTER,

SUNDAY.

Observed Here By Roman Catholic
Next
and Episcopal Churches
Week is Holy Week.
and
Sunday
Tomorrow is Palm
next week is Holy Week, ohserved
much more generally in Europe than
in the United States. In many sections, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday
and Holy Saturday all work ceases and
practically the entire population
spends the greater part of each day
in church. In Santa Fe, the days will
he specially ohserved in the Roman
Catholic and Protestant
Episcopal
churches.
The blessing and carrying of palms
in procession dates from the action of
the people of Jerusalem in going out
to meet the Savior on the Sunday before He died and conducting Him in
triumph into the city, spreading their
garments and strewing branches of
trees on the way for the humble animal on which He rode to tread upon.
The scripture shows that the bearing
of palm branches was one of the principal ways of showing joy. The palm
is moreover emblematic of the overshadowing protection of Divine Providence, the strength of supernatural
grace and the nourishment given in
the Holy Eucharist.
Palm Sunday.
Palm iSunday corresponds to the
tenth day of the moon on which the
Hebrews were commanded to select
and set apart the lamb without blemish" that was to be eaten on the feast
of the Passover.
It was also cusin
the
early
ages of the church
tomary
to baptize the catechumens either on
Holy Saturday or on the eve of Pentecost, and those who were to receive
this sacrament on the former occasion
were examined some days before, and
on Palm Sunday were declared competent to receive the sacrament of
regeneration. Hence it is sometimes
called the "Sunday of the Competent."
Whatever remains of the palms
after the distribution is laid aside to
be burned for ashes used on the next

THE PROPER,
SHOWERS or SWKTS
CAPER IN COLLARS
TIE.S CORRECT IN .SHAPE AND COLOR
DERWEAR PALATABLE To THE SKIN--HO.SE

.so

taty that you will

YOUR TROU.SER.S UP.

UN-

want to roll

ALL THE.SE GO To HELP YOU MAKE UP A
GOOD FRONT. DRE-.SHIRT.S 5oC, $1.00,
$ l,5o AND $2.00,

UNDERWEAR 30C GARMENT UP
TIE.S 25C. TO 1 .00.
HO.SE IOC.

ToOC.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
RUPUTATloN

CLARENDON
GARDEN

builders

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS, ihoice apples NOW.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

y.

-

FRESH LAID EfiGS every day

ROASTING CHIOKKNS"
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed, on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A tew choice cockerels for sale

1

PAY
and
NIQHT

24 Hour Electric Service
n and After March 1st.

Wfee up those dask places
Santa Fc Water

AND

,

PAY
and

Mimr

3c3g3&i

Light Company
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the customary and ancient relics of
differences which have heretofore fur- ll
T
jrmHk
nished material for regular partisan
iolitics between the two old parties,
and the old parties, whether they will
not will have to reckon with this 1
or
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
vital question which concerns all peoNo woman who bears children need suffer during the period
ple. Who would have believed, five,
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
even two years ago, that Chicago
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
would have seriously considered votFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
liniof the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful
ing out the saloons?
those
renders
and
pliant
Who would have believed, five years
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our Lord,
go
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Masonic
at
month
each
see,
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"Uncle
consideration,
Sam," for
L. M. Disney, W. R. Johnson, Chicago;
7:30 p. m.
at
Hall
with
traf
this
a
enter
into
believe
the
How
partnership
D.
my
men,
T.
brethren,
T. F. Keaveney, Denver;
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Connects with E. P. it H. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M- at, 6:15 p. i
fic? This is the source from which
in me.'
E. J. McWenie, Las Vegas; T.
iConnects with K. P. S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leavinu Dawson N.M. at 9:55 a. in.
Secretary.
SELIGMAN,
ARTHUR
and1
the
peoits
the
receives
power,
not
it
.
gate
SStape for Van Houten N, M. inoets trains at Preston N. M.
R. He passed
B. Skinner, Colorado Springs;
again through
C. &.S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
of birth,
ple will not much longer tolerate this
SOUTH POUND
Johnson, Chicago; M. Draper, Central
NORTH BOUND:
Santa Fe Commandery No.
No. 1, 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
alliance. When the
But made Himself known tto the chil
City, Colo.; B. O. Elsworth, Denver.
No, 11.11 p. 111.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Claire.
dren of earth.
government removes its stamp from
Track connection with A. T. &. S, F. Ry.at Raton and Preston with C, & S. Ry. at
fourth Monday in each
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ry.at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
from
name
all
rulers
its
Steve
and
liquor
bottle
and
Reed
the
Halloran, Tucumcari;
Then said the chief priests
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
month at Masonic Hall at
:
J. Kelso, Rocky Ford, Colo.; Ira C.
and Red Lakes, N.M
and kings,
licenses, .prohibition will prohibit just
7:30 p. m.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
law
Colo.
as
much
as
other
all
prohibitory
good
Watson, Montrose,
any
'Behold now the Giver of
Lobo, Questu, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Cerro,
Raldy Black Lakes,Taos
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
and Twining.
'on our statutes.
River City, Talpa,
Gregg.
things;
W.
E.
f
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Daily except Sunday
"Daily. fKlaii,
L. G. Shanklin, St. Louis; C. Snow Go to, let us welcome with pomp and
NOTICE.
F. M, WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
den, Denver; J. O. Clarke, New York
E. J. REDMAN,
state,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
City; E. E. Brown, Fort Worth, Tex.; Him, who alone is mighty and great.'
Superintendent,
E. A. Fleisher, Estancia; S. S. Suth With
Territorial
Ancient and Accepted
of
14th
Raton, N. M.
Engineer.
Raton, N.
degree.
of
the
Raton, N. M.
Department
they
ground
gold
carpets
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
erland, Dulce; W. J. Gray, Phoenix,
Number of Application 391.
spread,
Ariz.; E. P. Mackel, Las Vegas.
Wererever the Son of Man should
Sana Fe, N. M., Feb. 23, 1910. on the third Monday of each month
in
Coronado.
Notice is hereby given that on the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
tread,
Plaza.
of
J. J. Humphries, E. L. Quinn, Buck And in
side
Masonic
south
Hall,
accordand
in
1910,
palace chambers, lofty
iib aayi. 0f February,
'
man; E. R. Wasson, Emilio Esquibel
T onr
Of!
Tw4 oro ji
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corJJUe Will foeULlUil
rare,
in
E.
R.
John
Alamosa;
Kelly, Chama;
dially invited to attend.
Him
and
served
of 1907, The Tusas Peak Gold
They ilodged Him and
ASK
E. Garrison, Espanola; P. Hanlon
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
L.
Robt.
with
fare.
kindly
Copper Mining Company by
Venerable Master.
Tremont, Xeb.; B. Martinez, Adolfo And in Church
of
and .palace and judg- Cooper, Engr., of Santa Fe, County
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Baca, Las Vegas.
ment hall,
Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,
Secretary.
over all.
He
His
made an applicaion to the Territorial
high
image,
say
HOME WORK FOR LOWER
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
a
Mexico
New
for
of
permit
Engineer
GRADE PUPILS ABOLISHED
B. P. O. E.
"But still, wherever His steps they to appropriate from the public waters
Douglas, and all Points in New
No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
Mexico.
New
of the Territory of
led,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
secSan Antonio, Texas, March 19.
The Lord in sorrow bowed down His
Such appropriation is to be made holds its regular session on the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
each
of
fourth
ond
and
Superintendent of Public Schools
Wednesday
Bank
from Rio Vallecitos at points L
are invited
Charles J. Lukin of this city, after And head;
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
from under the heavy foundation about 200 yards below mouth of Rock month. Visiting brothers
DAVID
welcome.
KNAPP,
months of careful study has arrived
and
Creek and 100 yards below Sibley's J. D.
Exalted Ruler.
at the conclusion that home study for The stones,
SENA,
&
El
Son of Mary heard bitter moans, lower fence, head of canon above
Secretary.
pupils of the lower grades is not bene- And in Church and
palace and judg- - sheep bridge bears S. 16 degrees 50
ficial and for this reason has ordered
and
of
diversion
ment hall,
means
minutes by
its abandonment. Hereafter .pupils of He marked
Knights of Pythias.
great fissures that rent storage, (East 27.10 minutes Dist. and
the first and second grades will do no
Fe
Santa
Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
conbe
sec.
to
20
is
the wall,
cu. ft. per
and
home work at all, while that for chil-- '
meeting 1st and 3d
Regular
And opened wider and yet more wide veyed to Point
Bank Vallecitos Pythias.
at 8 o'clock in I.
in
dren in the third and fourth grades As the
month
Tuesdays
9
and
whence head of canon bears N.
living foundation heaved
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco' St. Visithas been reduced to
hour per
grees, 50 minutes E. 563 minutes Dist.,
invited to attend.
For Rites and full information address
day. For the grammar grades the fol-- i 'Have
founded your thrones and by means of flume, terminal, reservoir ing Knight's
ye
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
lowing scehedule has been adopted:
and pressure line andi there used for JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
then,
A. FOX,
Fifth and sixth grades, 45 minutes per On altarsbodies
and souls of living power purposes, water being return- the
day; seventh and eight grades, 75 to
men?
ed to the river at place of use.
G. F. & P. A.
90 minutes per day, and from 90 minAnd think ye, 4hat building shall enThe Territorial Engineer will take
El Paso Texas.
utes to two hours for high school puthis
dure,
application up for consideration
pils according to grade.
Which shelters the noble and crushes on the 24th day of May, 1910, and all
'Superintendent Lukin is of the opin
the poor?
persons who may oppose the granting
ion that home work in the lower
of silver and bars of gold, of the above application must file
With
gates
grades is of no special benefit to the Ye have fenced my sheep from their their
objections .substantiated with afchildren, owing very often to lack of
Father's
fidavits (properly backed wih applica
fold;
parental direction, and, that the time I have heard the dropping of their tion number) with the Territorial En
devoted to it is far better applied in
Colonist
tears,
gineer on or before that date.
outdoor exercise and play.
L.
VERNON
SULLIVAN,
In heaven, these eighteen hundred
Territorial Engineer.
years.'
Pneumonia follows a cold but never
follows the use of Foley's Honey and
"O, Lord the Master, not ours the
Notice For Publication.
(ONE WAY)
Tar which stops the cough, heals the
Claim No. 1118.
guilt,
Small
Holding
and
cold
the
from
LOS
the
ANGELES
expels
lungs
We build but as our fathers built;
Serial 012528.
&
system. Sold by
Behold thine images, how they stand,
SAN DIEGO,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
Co.
Sovereign and sole, through all our Department of the Interior,
SAN FRANCISCO,
land.
United States Land Office,
with
sword and
Our task is hard
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
SACRAMENTO,
ONE WAY SECOND
flame
Notice is hereby given that the fol
and intermediates
To hold the earth forever the same,
claimant has filed
FARE
And with sharp crooks of steel, to
nf his Intention to make final
RELISHES.
OF
keep
proof in support of his claim under
Still, as thou leftest them, thy sheep;
Celery.
PORTLAND, ORE. and
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
out
"Then
an
Christ sought
artisan, by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
SOUP.
points in the North was
A
U Ol
stunted, haggared man, Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Mock Turtle.
And a motherless girl, whose fingers be made before Register and Receiver
On Sale daily until April
tnin
FROM
BOILED.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April
15th 1910.
Pushed from her faintly want and sin. 21, 1910, viz: Nicario Quintana, heir
Beef With Spanish .Sauce.
SEE SANTA FE AGENT.
These set He in the midst of them, of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
ROAST.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
And as they drew back their gar-- the W.
SW
Sec. 28, and the SE
Prime Roast Beef and Gravey
ment's hem,
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
NE
Chicken Fricassee.
TO
For fear of defilement, 'Lo, here,' said N. M. P. M., of 120 acres.
VEGETABLES.
He,
Mashed Potatoes.
He names the following witnesses
String Beans.
'The images ye have made of me.' "
DESSERT.
to prove his actual continuous ad'
Lowell. verse possession
of said tract for
Apple and Mince Pie.
Vanila Ice Cream.
twenty years next preceding the surCoffee.
Tea.
Milk
"Quench not the spirit." It might be vey of the township, viz:
Dinner 35c.
Cleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M.; Calle
fair to assume that quenching the
SELLING DATES
"spirit" in man is the one unpardon- tano Garcia, Rowe, N. M., Vincente
summer Excursion Rates
able sin the sin against the "Holy Quintana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio Roi- G0LDSB0R0
Spirit," for which there is said to be bal, Pecos, N. M.
no forgiveness.
If we look upon the
Any person who desires to protest
LOS ANGELES
the allowance of said proof, or
bright-eyeof
a
against
man,
young
HEARD FROM picture
SAN DIEGO,
full of enthusiasm and who knows of any substantial reason
the
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laws
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and
for
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filled
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regulations
hope
future,
high
AUTO CO.
M EX A
Interior Department why such proof
Who Lives in Goldsboro ideals,' and then gaze upon him when
Lady
the
have done their work, should not be allowed will be given an
SAN FRANCISCO
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas-- , the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Joins in the Chorus of Praise
a few years afterward, sodden, blear-eye- opportunity at the
Special automobiles furnished to aceengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
e
the
for Cardui, The Woman's
hopeless the image of his Maker time and place to
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
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claimant,
doubt
obliterated,
IsRock
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Tonic.
Southwestern and
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rebuttal
that
One w ay via
man
of
been
the
this
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"spirit"
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
claimant.
mitted
by
quenched?
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorPORTLAND or
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Goldsboro. N. C "A nhvsician treat
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Is not the legalized liquor traffic
Leave Vaughn at 9 a. m., arrive in rance for Santa Fe.'N. M., by com ed me for many distressing symptoms,"
SEATTLE,
Register.
Roswell at 3 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros- writes Mrs. Etta A. Smith,, "but O"
pavb the "abomination of desolation, standLeave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co.. at Roswell. N. M.. at menoreiiei.
ing in the high places?" What other
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for ' "I suffered with neuralgia around the thing so blights, and desolates and
in Vaughn at 3 : 30 p. m.
to
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
50
lbs.
of
allowance
special $40.00 to accommodate four or Veat an,d. was troubled at times with my mars and ruins the world? Set a sober
Baggage
b
hid Pai"
man and a habitual drunkard side by
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
side and he who runs may read the
"After taking Cardui. I am nnw well
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
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that the greatest press bureau in the loss of even Mr. Davis and Mr. Newell Standard Oil products from Mexico city. The decision was arrived at in bal. of Rowe. N. M.. for the N
furnished of records on file
Copies
Sec. 32, and the S
SE
United States has been built up and would no more "demoralize" this serv- unpopular in England. Sir Wetman the trial of violations of a speed law NE
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
controlled by the Reclamation Serv- ice than the loss of Mr. Pinchot, as Pearson, the head of the Pearson-Aguil- a recently passed by the city council Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M., Santa
New Mexico
Fe,
ice? Mr. Pinchot is a wealthy man; good a man as either, has "demoralinterests is due in Mexico in and was due to an appeal of about 4(1 of 160 acres.
He
names the following witnesses
but surely even he could not have ized" the forestry bureau.
a very short time and will take per- cases in which a fine much heavier
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Good work will go on under good sonal
than that provided by the general to prove his actual continuous adverse
paid for, or unaided obtained such
charge of the situation.
Notary Public
and
foolishness
men.
said
tract for twenty
state law had been imposed.
possession of
publicity.
Extravagance
New Mexico
The writer after listening with as- can be largely eliminated from the
years next preceding the survey of Santa Fe,
Office with the New Mexican Printthe
viz.:
township,
Notice to Contractors.
MINES AND MINING
ing Company.
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano
Sealed bids for the erection of a
of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
be
known
to
as Firemen's and Antonio
building
Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
LEGAL NOTICE.
Hall, will be received by Frank
Gold Strike at
William
Any person who desires to protest To Whom it May Concern:
Nogal
Owen chief of fire department at the
against the allowance of said proof,
Brown, of Nogal, Lincoln county, is office of
Last will and testament of Samuel
the Water and Light Co., unNEST MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN developing his two gold claims, which til 2 p. m., Wednesday, March 30th, who knows of any substantial reason B. Grimshaw, deceased.
under the laws and regulations of the Notice is hereby given pursuant to
are located side by side, in the form of 1910.
Plans and specifications can be Interior
1,200
a
1,500
feet
Department why such proof statute that the probate judge in and
parallelogram,
by
RETURNING
seen at the same office.
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4 a. m.
should not be allowed will be given an for the county of Santa Fe, N. M., has
feet, on the mail route from the Rock
Leaving El Paso 8 00 a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. n.,
The board of fire commissioners re- j opportunity at the
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Island railroad to the Parsons mines,
fixed Monday, May 2d, 1910, at the
serve
the right to reject any or all time and place to
e
the court room of the probate court of the
in the heart of the mineral belt. He
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
bids.
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- N. M., for the
of
THE BOARD OF FIRE COMMIS-- ter evidence in rebuttal of that sub- - county of Santa Fe,
points in Southern New Mexico and Ariz ota on Southern
and testament
will
the
last
proving
SIONERS.
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
mitted by claimant.
of Samuel B. Grimshaw, deceased, a
By A. M. DETTELBACH, Sec
MANUEL R. OTERO,
u muresuju ana mould snow
"
resident of the city and county of
about the wonderful
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
k MARVEL
Santa Fe, N. M.
Register.
Whirling Spray
i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
aus new vaginal pyrmre.
np
The Spanish editiou oi the 1909
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
4- Arrive at Kansas Olty 5,50 p. m. next day
I TAIn
M osi conven- Laws of New Mexico are now ready
Alum
lt uleanBe
Probate Clerk.
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
The New Mexica.i printing Commm
I.
for delivery. Price: Paper cover, pany has on hand a large supply of Dated this 12th day of March, A. D.,
'U.
f
E. P. & S. "W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Am vonr drauirtdtforlt.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep, pads and tablets suitable for, school 1910.
If be cannot supply the
MARVEL, ai'ceot nc
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Addres9 work, the desk, and' also for lawyers
nthpr. hnt apnd iiaihd for
Illustrated book sealed. It gtrta
all orders to The New Mexican Print and merchants: good everywhere. Wei If you want anything on eartl try
fnll nartlnnlAra and directions In.
J.P.LYNG,
valuable to ladles. II A ItVEL i n.
&
Ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form, a New Mexican Want Ad.
City Freight
Passenger Agent. 44 East SSd Htreet, SEW YORK.
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Minor City Topics.

No
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

Red, White and Yellow

(Continued

From' Page Two.)
--

Fifty Years

.

FOR SALE A few choice cut flowers. Fischer Drug Co.
Apricot Trees in Bloom Apricot
trees are in bloom, rather earlier than
usual at Santa Fe.
Snow in El Paso On St. Patrick's
day, 1SS1, El Paso had quite a snow
storm says the jJI Paso Herald.
Helting Three proSpeer, Dick,
fessional baseball players will be
seen in the game on St. Michael's
grounds tomorrow. Don't miss it.
23 cents.
Santa Fe Trains Santa Fe train
Xo. 3 from the east, the California
Flyer, arrived almost an hour ahead
of time today, but Xo. 10 from the
south and west was several hours late.
Is it Worth 25 Cents To see two
great professionals pitch the national
game? If so go to St. Michael's
grounds tomorrow. It is a benefit performance and will prove "beneficial."
Will Organize Royal Neighbors
At a meeting of the Woodmen on next
Tuesday evening, the Royal Neighbors, an auxiliary society, will be organized. Refreshments will be served.
Home Made Candies Home made
candies will be sold at the Easter sale
of the Ladies Aid Society of the First
Presbyterian church at the public library on Tuesday afternoon and eve-- '
ning of next weeK.
Ballard Tired of Politics Charles
L. Ballard says he will not run for
sheriff of Chaves county again. He
said that he is so tired of politics
that he would not accept any office,
even if he could have it for the asking.
Fancy Work Booth Many attractive and dainty articles of needle work
will be found at the fancy work booth
at the sale of the Ladies' Aid 'Society
of the First Presbyterian church at
the public library on next Tuesday

the Standard

CREAM

n

full assortment of 6arden
and Flower Seeds.
.

14.

F. ANDREWS

4.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&,

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and

of building material.

mine run coal

YRDONHICKOX

NEW

MEXICO

Red Phone 100

STREET, NEAR
CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

SATISFACTION

Hnol

LLRbo

HACK SERVICE

ASSURED

corricics hack line iswi
P0pKes

Buggies and Saddle Horses

!

JJSaSKS,

Its use a protection and

The society will meet again
next Tuesday evening at 7:30
o'clock in the offices of the Santa Fe
Water and Light Company.
Caffeteria Supper The Ladies' Aid
Society of First Presbyterian church
will hold its annual Easter Sale in
the Public Library Assembly room on
Tuesday afternoon and evening. There
will be special attractions (for children
including the goose that laid the golden egg. A Caffeteria supper will be
evening.

on

served.
Six Months for Wife
Beating
Antonio Lente of Corona, Lincoln
county, was given six months in jail
and $100 fine for wife beating by Justice of the Peace Jones at Corona.
Euribio Chavez was bound over at
afternoon.
The Goose That Laid the Golden the same time in $1,500 bond on the
Egg There will be special attractions charge of stealing a horse nine miles
for children including the Goose That north of White Oaks.
House
Court
Transferred The
Laid the Golden Egg at the sale of the
Ladies' Aid Society of the First Pres county court house has been formally
transferred
the contractor to the
byterian church on Tuesday afternoon board of by
county commissioners and
of next week.
Wonderful Power, speed and preci- Treasurer Celso Lopez and Assessor
sion are charactristics of the pitching Trinidad Alarid took possession of
Probate Clerk
of Speer and Dick, two professionals 'their offices today.
who will figure prominently in a bene- George W. Armijo expects to move in
fit ball game at 3 o'clock tomorrow Monday. Other officers will move in
afternoon. Manager Clancy predicts at their convenience.
j
Lived Life of Hermit The body of
a large crowd.
Historical Society Meeting Owing Andres Domingues, a farmer aged 70
to the occurrence of a public meeting years, was found on his little farm
next Monday evening, the monthly four miles from the city yesterday.
meeting of the New Mexico Historical It is thought he had1 been dead three
Society for March, will be held at the or four days and the coroner was
rooms of the society in the Palace at notified. After a thorough investiga5 p. m. Monday, March 21, 1910.
L. tion an inquest was held and the verBradford Prince, president.
dict given that Mr. Domingues' death
Dr. Harroun Presided It was Vice was due to heart disease. It is
President W. S. Harroun who presid- thought, however, that when the old
ed over the meeting of the New Mex- man became ill he proved an easy vic
ico Horticultural Society the other tim of heart trouble as he had no one

a

,

but with little hope of success. There
the
is now entire harmony among
Republicans of Artesia and the club
here is one of the most active in
the Territory.
Olin H. Ragsdale, manager of the
Joyce-Prudepartment store has re
signed his position and will become
credit manager of the First National
bank of Artesia. Mr. Ragsdale has
store among the
placed the Joyce-Prufirst institutions of the territory and
the management were very anxious
to retain him. The growth of the business of the bank demanded additional
help and efforts have heen made for
some time to secure his services. Rex
Wheatly of Roswell, will succeed Mr.
Ragsdale in the management of the
man. I also saw Grace George and store.
several other noted players."
The last issue of the Roswell
-Tribune
contained a very good
HAMILTON WILL RESIGN
write up of Artesia College. Messers.
AS ARTESIA'S POSTMASTER.
Robinson and Harlow have always
been good boosters for the valley and
(Continued from Page One.)
Rob is one of the leading writers of
the
southwest. These two gentlemen
oil that has yet been discovered in
extended many courtesies toward this
the valley. This find is near the
Hammond well southeast of Artesia place.
The bridge across the Pecos river,
and promises to be a fine well when
rightly developed. The Pecos valley east of town, is completed and the
oil is superior in quality to that found approaches will be finished as soon as
in southeastern Kansas and it is be- possible. Light vehicles can cross
lieved that large quantities of it exist now and it will soon be ready for
in the valley.
heavy traffic. A bridge, day celebraA call meeting of Artesia Republi- tion is now being considered and if
can club will be held Saturday night observed, the people of the plains will
of this week at which time it is ex- be requested to participate.
IT. S. Commissioner W. A. Kauffman
pected that a complete ticket for the
city election will be nominated. A took a party of friends to Carlsbad
few Democratic leaders, who hereto a few days ago and on the return trip
fore have been having a say in Repub- his auto got stuck in the mud. With
lican councils, are trying to prevent assistance, they were enabled to get
the naming of a Republica city ticket home about midnight.

to assist him in his illness. He is
known to have one son living in
The sheriff has taken charge
of the dead man's property. The Wagner Undertaking Establishment had
charge of the funeral which took place
this afternoon.
Fourth Estate a Great Play Dr.
David Knapp, past exalted ruler of
the Elks and who is fond of the theater, has just returned from Chicago
where he says he saw "The Fourth
Estate." In speaking of the play
which deals with the life of newspaper men Dr. Knapp said today: "It is
having a great run in the Windy City
and no one can see this play without
understanding the great power of the
press and the remarkable acumen
necessary for a successful newspaper
Cer-Tillo- s.

.

it

it

Register-

in
Now thatyou're ready to have us op en the ball with new spring clothes
ulJLv
and we're ready to do it, we intend to open your eyes, and your Docket
IUg
of fine clothes as you've never before looked at; at such prices as will make being&
a showing
book,
by such
.l
.
1
1
11 I
.1
rr i to
l
wen dressed so easy mat you cant arrord
be any thing else.

Your

TYPlTlfr PlfitVlPQKJ

JJ

THIS SPRING WE'VE MADE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO PREPARE FOR OUR FRIENDS
AN UNUSUAL DISPLAY AND STOCK OF THE FINEST CLOTHES WE CAN FIND.

I
Hart Schaffner

Overcoats

& Marx

most perfect products, in a fine array of
new and pleasing fabrics, colors and patterns
you cant appreciate how good these clothes
are without seeing them; there are no
words we can use to convey to you the
beauty of the fabrics, the smartness of the
styles, the perfection of the tailoring.

here in all the favored models Chesterfield;
Ryton; topcoats; raincoats; autocoats. Many
of them you'll find silk lined; some with silk
to the edge. The fabrics are imported and
American weaves, grays, oxfords, black, and
many handsome mixtures in Scotch and
English cloths.

Suits
Our stock of Suits offers a very remarkable variety of fine colorings and patterns.
You will not see any similar goods anywhere else; patterns used by Hart Schaffner

& Marx are their's exclusively; and our's
exclusively.

New ideas in Scotch cheviots, in heather shades, new, fine English and American worsteds; Irish
tweeds; grays, browns, blues, in all sort of handsome patterns; stripes, plaids, checks, plain colors;
smooth and rough weaves. Prices on these suits are from $20 up.
This Store is the Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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ASK FOR
NEUTRAL ZONE.

WASHINGTON COAL INSPECT- OR MAKES HIS REPORT.

San Antonio, Texas, March 19.
That the prohibitionists will ask the
Mexican government to prevent racing and gambling and the sale of intoxicants within a certain distance
from the American border is another
instance of demonstrating to what
length they will go to keep
It is proposed by
people good.
them to send a petition to
Diaz
for
purthis
President
pose, asking for the establishment of
25 mile
and

Spokane, Wash., March 19. Statis- compiled by D. C. Bottlng, state
coal mines inspector, show that the
production of coal in Washington dur- ing 1909 increased 21 per cent over
1908. The total output Is placed at
3,590,639 tons, as against 2,977,490 in
1908. The total amount shipped was
3,261,227.08 tons, the total for power
being 209,519 tons. The value at the
mine was approximately $7,325,341, as
against $6,054,001 last year. Kittitas
or 1,350,-50- 0
county produced one-thirtons; King county was second,
with 1,215,327 tons, and Lewis county third, with 1,014,450 tons. The coke

PROHIBITIONISTS

CALL

FOR REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION.

CITY

page nine.

M.

'Canadian and

OH

Northeast Watershed. MOVE TWO STORY
MILES.
DEPOT TWENTY-FOUAurora, J. C Lucero The snow has
drifted into the timber and is very
.compact; outlook for water supply is It Was Done By Santa Fe Section
I
Gang Without Even Cracking
good. Black Lake, R. T. Martinez
Walls of Structure.
iThe snow has drifted into the canyons
and there will be lots of water in the'
ad undertaking oi more mau uauai
spring. Kiizabetntown, m. m. earrington The snow is niostlv on the north interest was successfully accomplish- sides of canyons and in timber, very ed one day last montn when a two-har- d
and crusted; the lower portion story frame depot, 20 by 60 feet, with
of the snow is ice; good outlook for a
freight room, was moved
water. Vermejo Park, H. W. Adams from Las Cruces to La Tuna, Dona
The snow is in drifts, and in the Ana county, a distance of twenty-fou- r
higher mountains there is more snow miles.
A new $7,000 depot was recently
than during any of past ten years.
Cleveland, D. Cassidy A great deal completed at Las Cruces and it was
of snow fell in the mountains during decided to ship the old building to
the month and it is well packed in the La Tuna, and to do so without taking
canyons; good prospects for water, it apart.
To the mind's eye such a perform-i- n
Gascon, R. Dunn The snow is drifted
anc-for
outlook
presents no great difficulty; in
valleys and mountains;
water supply is excellent Ledoux, M. fact, it may appear easy. But to the
Martinez The snow is evenly distrib- - material eye it affords an unique sight,
uted, except where it was swept into and a little reflection puts the aver-th- e
canyons; prospects for water sup- - age man in the "I don't know" classi-pl- y
are good. Rociada, C. F. Rudolph fication. The crowd that watched the
The snowfall during the month on old building being pulled out of Las
was Cruces was decidedly noncommittal,
the nearby higher mountains
- Some said it would turn over.
Others
supwater
for
very heavy; prospects
Upper passed their opinion that it would be
ply are excellent. Harvey's
Ranch, S. B. Warner The snow on shaken to pieces; and a number shook
the north sides is very compact and their heads and opined that the car
from 12 to 26 inches in depth ; in val- - could not carry such a load. But the
leys and canyons it is in drifts from majority were willing to wait and see,
an opinion,
3 to 20 feet deep; there will be a vast preferring not to hazard
was
two
The
loaded onto
Gallinas.
Rio
story
water
in
the
part
of
quantity
steel girder flat car,
Pecos Watershed and Southeast, ja forty-foo- t
as long as the car and
H. D. Winsor On the north ing just
100,o00
approximately
slopes the snow is evenly distributed; weighing
and very compact; on the west slope. Pounds. It projected from the car
feet on each side
there are only a few drifts. East Las seven and one-hal- f
Vegas, F. O. Blood On the mesa very and rose to a height of thirty feet
little snow has fallen and it is very above the rail.
It was necessary to take down all
The
dry. Estancia, M. A. Romero
snow in the mountains is compact and switchstands. whistling posts and ov- there will be a good supply of water erhead wires en route and to throw
during the coming season. Arabela, the track two feet in order to pass
C. Warren There
is considerable the Mesilla Park depot. To steady
snow in the Capitan mountains and it a loaded coal car was attached to
the outlook for water supply is good. each end of the car upon which the
were
Bonito, G. Braune Outlook for water building rodp, and; strinars
fastened to the ends of the cars, and
supply is not very good so far. Cloud-crofJ. F. Bailey and F. G. Parker-Th- ere running lines were strung from the
is very little snow in the Sacra- second story to the stringers, making
mento mountains; it has been a very a longitudinal base of practically 120
dry spring; all snow melted except feet, the' other base being, of course,
inches, or regulation
occasional drifts on north sides of 4 feet 8
track gauge. The car springs were all
mountains.
blocked and made as rigid as possible.
Snow on the ground Feb. 28. 1910.
At first the train moved very slowly
a but gradually the
.
was inspeed
creased, and several miles were
Counties.
Stations
"clipped off" at the rate of nine miles
an hour. The entire trip of twenty- " four miles consumed six hours, an
average speed of four miles an hour.
At the end of the journey the building
.
SAN JUAN WATER"
jn
was in as good shape as when it left
Sll'D AND NORTHWEST.
12.0 60 0 its native soil; in fact, the plastering
'Archuleta..
Chromo. Colo
"
4.0 30.0 was not even cracked, a feature which
I'agosa .Timet. Culo.j 'La Plata..
12.0 48 0
Ignacio, t'olo
speaks well for the roadmaster and
3 0 48 0
San Juan.
Aztec
"
8 0 15.0 j his men.
I'e'dar Hill
0.0 120
Cromer
R. J. Gatewood, division engineer,
Rio Arriba. 36 0 60 0
Imlce
0.0 3 0 San Marcial, N. M., in forwarding the
Blackrock
McKinley..
"
0 0 12 0
Ramah
0.0 3.0 illustrations and an account of the
Zuni
30 0
12.0
Valencia...
undertaking, remarks:
Oopperton
RIO GRANDE
"There is one thing in connection
64.0
50.0
Conejos....
Osier, Colo
"
10 0 36 0
with this work which is particularly
Ortiz, Colo
4.0 48.0
Rio Arriba.
Abiquiu
"
the
30.0 48.0 worthy of mention, and that is
Chama
17 0 34.5
"teamwork" shown by the men. Our
Tres Piedras
1
42.0
0
Taos '
Arroyo Seco
was never
30.0 42.0 magazine's watchword
Kedriver
0.0 24 0 more forcibly demonstrated than in
Taos
36.0
0.0
iSantaFe....
Chimayo
"
0.0 24.0 this instance.
Every man did his
San Pedro
"
0 0 65.0
own work and part of the other felSanta Fe
36
0
Sandoval
Hland
low's was anxious to do anything he
"
18 0 24.0
Pines
12 0 36.0
saw should be done. Teamwork is a
Pinellas
32.0 60.0
Sulphur Springs
That, combined with a
0 0 2 0 great thing.
Socorro
Datil
"
0 0 6 0
Puertecito
interest between employers
0.0 6 0 personal
Rosedale
such as we aTe now
0.0 4.0 and employes
Sierra"
Hermosa
0 0 2 0
Kingston
having all along the line will make
SAN FRANCISCO,
the Santa Fe the greatest railway
GILA AND MIMBRES.
0 0
Socorro
Alma
system in the world."
"
0 0 4.0
Aragon
So La Tuna now has a new depot
"
0 0 3 0
Mangas
"
0.0 120 and is
Mogollon
happy, as is Las Cruces, with
"
2 0 5 9
Quemado
new building. And J. B.
its
brand
0
0
0.0
Grant
Mimbres
CANADIAN AND
foreman at San MarHayes,
general
NORTHEAST
cial, N. M., who had direct charge
Oolfax
Aurora
n.O 34.0
"
Roll
4.0 of the work, is to be
o.O
congratulated,
Ellzabethtown
jn.o 54.0 on the success which attended the efo
Union
0
24
0.0
Mosquei
Mora
42. 0
Chacon
forts of himself and men.
"
i

s
delegate convention of the
publicans of the city of Santa Fe is Local Office U. S. Weather Bureau.
hereby called to meet at the county
Santa Fe, N. M., March 14, 1910.
court house on Wednesday of the 30th
During February there was an inday of March, 1910, at 10 a. m. for crease in the amount of snow in the San
the purpose of placing in nomination j Juan, the Rio Grande and the Canadia cauuiuaie ior mayor, a candidate an
drainage areas. On the south
for city clerk and a candidate for
slopes of the mountains and in the
city treasurer, and to confirm the valleys a
deal of the snow meltnominations for the city council and ed towardsgreat
the close of the month
board of education which may be and some
of the streams carried a
made by the various wards as follows: fair
volume of water, but on the north
One member of the city council from
and in the higher mountains
each ward for the term of four years, j slopes
zone.
there remained a vast amount of
One member of the board of education
Ever since horse racing and gambhad
from each ward for the term of four compact snow. In many places it will
ling have been under the ban in Texbecome almost solid ice, which
years, and one member of the board melt
as, the Mexican cities along the Rio
slowly and this gives assurance
D
of education from ward 4 (to fill va-- i
Grande have done their best to pro- ui: n.au
of late flow and an abundance of
uver
me in cancy) for two years.
ceia
per
vide these pastimes for the neighborwater in the streams and the tributadustry gave employment to 5,725 perThe Republican electors of the city ries of the San Juan, the Rio Grande,
ing Texans, and, of course, have sons, or 384 more than in 1908. Thirty-nineof Santa Fe and all those who are
found the investment to be profitable.
persons were killed during 1909, willing to unite with thorn as such and and the Canadian watersheds.
At Matamores, Auevo Laredo, Ciudad
Over the San Francisco, Gila and
against 25 in 1908. During the year sn
Z
fn. Mimbres there was but little snow, in
the lwllot
Porfirio Diaz and other points, Tex- 136
persons weer injured and through vited to unite under ms
&ud scant-reans have been able to gamble and get
drifts, in the higher canyons,
women were wid- - take
tnese accidents
in the primaries and con- - and at the close of the month
all the drink they wanted at any time, owed
part
the
and 61 children orphaned.
vention of the city of Santa Fe. The' prospect for water for the coming
while at Ciudad Juarez a race track
has furnished every opportunity to 350
primaries shall be held on Monday the ' season was not encouraging. In the
POUND MAN FOUND TO BE
28th day of March, 1910, at 7:30 p. m. Pecos and Southeast watersheds the
those who delight to invest in past
IN TRIM FOR NAVY, BUT
at
the places herein after designated depth of snow was below the averperformances.
and the said primaries shall be called age, except over the headwaters of
But Texas not. alone is to be taken
San Antonio, Texas, March 19
to order by the following ward chair the Pecos in San
care of by these strenuous ones. New
Miguel cofinty. The
When George T. Watterson, 22 years jmen, xiz.
and
too,
Arizona
California,
Mexico,
drained
mountains
by the streams of
will enjoy the fruits of their labor or age, six teet six inches tall and
Ward No. 1, by Nicolas Sena at the the lower Pecos were almost with350
pounds net, put in ap- school house.
for it is proposed to extend this zone weighing
out snow.
of righteousness from the Gulf of pearance at the local naval recruitNo. 2 by F. P. Sturges at the
Ward
The average depth of the snow in
station
to
be enlisted school
and asked
Mexico to the Pacific. How the Mex- ing
house.
the
mountains of the San Juan waterican government will view this piece for service in the United States navy, Ward No. 3 by C. C. Catron at the shed was 30 inches, the Rio Grande,
of arrogance is not clear as yet and Frank R. Siegel, the officer in charge, probate clerk's office.
32 inches, the Canadian, 33 inches,
it is likely that the state department nearly fainted. Reading of the reguWard No. 4 by R. L. Baca at the the San Francisco, 4 inches, and the
lations
no
had
effect
the
upon
husky court house.
at Washington will have something to
lower Pecos, 6 inches.
say before President Diaz sees the one; he was going to enlist and sureto
Each
herein
The following notes are from reperson
designated
ly the matter of surplus avoirdupois call to order said
petition.
of correspondents:
meetings
ports
primary
was not a serious matter, since he was
is hereby directed to receive at the San Juan and Northwest Watershed.
physically fit every other way. About said meeting, after calling the same
WHIRLWIND CAMPAIGN FOR
Chromo, Colo., N. B. Price The
this
latter assertion Seigel had his to order and
MILES POINDEXTER.
of snow is evenly distributed with very
the
explaining
object
doubt but since Watterson insisted
the
all nominations for candi-- i few drifts. About 40 inches have fallthat he be examined this office was datessame,
19.
Iowa,
for presiding officer of the said en during February; the first was
Spokane, Wash., March
with. To his surprise
Kansas, Minnesota, Wisconsin and proceeded
meeting, and in case there is more j very wet. It has melted fast on south
found
that the man was physic- than
Seigel
one nomination made, and after slopes, but shows no signs of melting
Idaho will be represented on the
ally perfect and an effort is now be- there are no more nominations to ap-- , on the
higher mountains, and the outstump next August in a whirlwind ing made
to see whether the weight
campaign in the interest of Congress- limits cannot be stretched a little in point two tellers, who shall count the look for water supply is good. Pagosa
vote for each candidate, and the per- Jet., Colo., W. Zahriskie There are
man Miles Poindexter of Spokane, order that Watterson
may have the
candidate for the United States Sen- honor of being one of Uncle Sam's son receiving the majority of the fine prospects for water. Aztec, J. G.
ate. Arrangements have been com- tars. Watterson thinKS that with the votes present, shall be declared elect- Kello A good average snowfall has
ed president of the meeting.
occurred, but not so much as last
pleted to have the sextet of "progres- advent of 32,000 ton battleships, men
year. Flora Vista A. W. Kaflin
be
different
in
The
shall
entitled
wards
sives" tour Washington, speaking
of his type will be needed to keep
This winter (there has been large
to
at
the
the
following
the
town
in
hamlet
representation
and
the things from being underballasted.
every city,
snowfall
and the high mountains are
of
city convention,
state. The party will be composed
snow to great depth.
with
covered
Ward No. 1, 11 delegates.
Senators Jonathan P. Dolliver and A- MRS. KING IS NO LONGER
E.
The snow is well
Wirt
Dulce,
10
No.
2,
Ward
delegates.
lbert M. Cummins of Iowa, Joseph L.
MATRIMONY QUEEN.
and
9
prospects are good. Rosa,
packed
Ward No. 3,
delegates.
Bristow of Kansas, Moses E. Clapp of
B.
The snow is well
Candelario
A.
6
No.
4,
Ward
delegates.
Minnesota, Robert M. LaFollette of
Spokane, Wash., March 19. Mrs.
in the mountains
of
it
lots
Alternates will not be recognized, packed;
Wisconsin, and William K Borah of Madge King, the
un- which assures plenty of water for the
received
not
will
be
and
proxies
for eastern "Queen of Matrimony," who was arIdaho.
Headquarters
less held by a person residing within season. Blackrock, W. J. Oliver The
Washington will be opened in Spo- rested in Spokane a few days ago on tne wara wnere
tne person giving tne snow in the mountains is packed solid
kane early in April, soon, after which the charge of swindling unsophisticatand is melting slowly. Fort Wingate.
resides.
Rufus Wilson, a former newspaper ed swains and lonely spinsters and proxy
Post Surgeon Snow is drifted on the
to
are
All
chairmen
directed
hereby
man of Maiden, will begin an active widows in various parts of the Pacific
and lies in sheltered
inform the
of this commit- mountains,
campaign west of the Cascade moun- northwest with the ancient matri- tee of the secretary selected in each places. Zuni, E. J. Davis The snow-idelegates
of
tains, where Mr. Poindexter will also monial bureau game, said in an inter- ward and serve
him with a true copy j in drifts and on north slopes
is
water
'for
good.
outlook
pass most of his time. Other candi- view at the city jail that she will re- of the list of the persons so elected.
mesas;
Rio Grande Watershed.
dates for the herth are John L. Wil- form when she is permitted to leave
with
if
be
filed
shall
Contests
any
son, and Judge Burke of Seattle, Rob- the cell. Her husband is also under the
Osier, Colo., W. Jenkins Snow at
of this committee not
secretary
6
ert McCormick of Tacoma and Legh arrest on a similar charge.
later than 9 o'clock of the evening the timber line is fully on feet deep,
the footRichmond Freeman of North Yakima.
and there is more snow
"No more matrimony in mine when preceding the convention.
hills than usual. Chama, F. C. JohnI get out of here," quoth Mrs. King,
T. B. CATRON,
"Me for the housework, F. P. STURGES,
SANITARIUM FOR LOCOChairman. son The snow is evenly distributed
adding:
in the valleys and very compact; it
MOTOR ATAXIA PATIENTS. where I belong, instead of butting into
Secretary.
There
is drifted in the mountains.
cut
never
Dan Cupid's game. I
was
will be an abundance of water.
San Antonio, Texas, March 19. For out for a
anyhow. We LAST PART OF VERAMEND1
E. F. McBride There is a
the purpose of providing proper treat- did not hold them up as strong as
DOWN. large amount of snow on the ranges
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has already 300 patients afflicted with more than $5 for bringing them
of the Alamo City will be a thing of more snow than at the same time last
this disease and is of the opinion that
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In Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee, pure portion of the structure fell under the outlook is good for plenty of water.
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professional man in this country is With
General Augustin Pradillo, who the block house in San Pedro park for water supply for ensuing season MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
too swift and the cause of this malady.
with an
passage, the are excellent. Bland, J. M. Morris
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cave-infast.
having
Prospect
General Pradillo was a figure of ploration, extensive
sion
the
more
for
utilizing of the pachota
Pines, E. C. Kinnison We have
San Antonio, Texas, March 19., national prominence though he had made this impossible so far.
found in several parts
or
tree
snow
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water
than
for
here
many
to
and
Mexia
famous
in
coun
became
Veramendi
the
Palace
According
dispatch
long ceased to take part in the
co Daily Record, Dr. Guillermo Tel- - try's political affairs. Although at in the early days of Texas as the place years. Bluewater, J. Havana The of the republic but especially near the
in
the moun Nacozari and Montezuma canyons in
is
lez, one of Mexico's best known ar- one time a bitter enemy of President where Ben Milam was assassinated. snow
heavy
watershed. the state of Sonora.
Bluewater
of
chaeologists, has discovered the fa Diaz by reason of being an adherent Here also lived Ursula Veramendi, tains
The tree or pachota cotton is a relamous botanical and pleasure garden of the emperor,
Pradillo ultimately the beautiful daughter of a Mexican Puertecito. B. Lopez The snow
of Moctezuma I, emperor of the Az became one of his warmest friends governor, who became the wife of on the mountains is evenly distribut tive to the carnivora bush cotton and
ed and prospects for water are better is said to give great promises. The
tecs. Its site is located near the an and for a number of years held a posi- James Bowie.
cient town of Oaxtepec in Morelos, a tion with the government the emoluthan last year. Rosedale, W. H. Mar tree is perennial, bearing flowers and
tin There are drifts on the north bolls in all stages of development at
location that seems to correspond ments of which amounted to practicFortify now against the Grip for It slopes possibly 3 ft. deep. Agricul the same time and throughout the
with, records of the garden in Aztec ally a pension. General Pradillo was
and ancient Spanish documents. Dr. with the emperor on the morning of comes every season sure! Preventics tural College No snow remains in the year. The bolls on opening disclose
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets Organ Mountains.
Tellez made his discovery through the his execution at Queretaro and is one
a fine, silky staple of pure white, covoffer in this respect a most certain
San Francisco, Gila and Mimbres
presence there of plants and trees of the few Mexican friends of Maxering the tree very often like snow.
not known in other parts of Mexico, imilian who did not share his fate.
and dependable safeguard. Preventics,
So far pachota cotton has escaped
Alma, M. A. Blake Practically no
at the "sneeze stage" will, as well, snow in the mountains and the water the notice of the textile industry and
which seem to be the survivors of the
wonderful collection of exotic flora THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
also surely head off all common colds, in the Rio San Francisco is lower until recently it was not known
Keep than for many years: outlook for whether the staple would be long and
SUSPENDS CORN DUTY. But promptness is
that had been gathered there by the
Aztec monarchs. Steel bearing Aztec
Preventics in the pocket or purse, for water supply is very discouraging. tough enough to permit its use. This,
San Antonio, Texas, March 19. In instant use. Box of 48 for 25c. Sold Aragon, J. R. Milligan There is very it is now claimed, has been establishinscriptions w.ere found nearby. The
s
little snow on the north hillsides; it ed to be the case and pachota fabrics
Co.
garden in ancient times was situated cider to alleviate the conditions of. by
in the Indian kingdom of Oaxtepec, the poor who have suffered consider-has been very dry. Luna, C. B. Mar of the very finest texture may be look'
one of Moctezuma's vassal states.
tin There is no snow except in scat ed for in
ably through a general failure of the OU
n, J uluceT
the near future.
VI1IVI1
riYTtQI I mrrJ nK,in,
tered drifts in the higher canyons;
corn crop last year, due to excessive
The
tree
does not seem to flourish
EXPECTED
THAN
LATER
CROP
NO SUBSTITUTE.
water prospects are not encouraging
rainfall and floods, the Mexican govin small localities in
except
anywhere
Mangas, F. Baca There is very little
Accept no substitute for Foley's emmnt Tina ttartAaA ti toks nft nil
19
it
It
Mexico,
March
totally unknown in
being
San
Texas,
Antonio,
Is
the best and duty on corn for another limited per-snow on the Datil range. Mogollon
Honey and Tar. It
even in those parts
United
the
in
States,
expected that the onion crop
J. Dwyer What snow remains in the
safest for coughs, colds, throat and iDd. This Is the second time within
to that o !the
a
similar
climate
from
and
having
southwest
Texas,
no
especially
opiates the current year that this has been
Mogollon mountains is well packed, state
lung troubles. Contains
Sonora. It is thought,
i the Laredo district, will not reach the
the Datil,
and no harmful drugs. Remember done.
Quemado, D. B. Baca- -In
.
market in any quantity before the
the snow remains only in ever, that scientific effort will succeed
the name, Foley's Honey and Tar, and
Foley's Kidney Remeay will cure middle of April. A rather severe the canyons; the water supply is fair- - ln remedying this condition, from the
accept no substitutes. Sold by
The tree seems to be free
& Co.
any case of Kidney or Bladder trouble winter retarded planting. However, lv Eood. Mimbres. C. Dennis There
that is not beyond the reach of medl- - the output will be fine and plentiful, 'is but little snow in the mountains ; insects that attack the common cotton
If you want anything on earth try cine. No medicine can do more. Sold some 2,500,000 crates being now In the Rio Mimbres was never as low plant and the boll weevil has not
s
& Co.
heretofore at this time of the year, been found on it.
by
a New Mexican Want Ad.
sight.
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Capt. Bogardus Again Hits the Bull's
Eye.
This world famous rifle shot who
holds the championship record of 100
pigeons in 100 consecutive shots Is
living at Lincoln, 111. Recently interviewed he says: "I have suffered a
long time with kidney and bladder

fc

one-stor- y

trouble and have used several well
known kidney medicines all of which.
gave me no relief until I started tak
ing Foley's Kidney Pills. Before I
used Foley's Kidney Pills I was subjected to severe headache and pains
in my kidneys with suppression and
oftentimes a cloudy vomiting. While
upon arising in the morning I would
get dull headaches. Now I have taken three bottles of Foley's Kidney
Pills and feel 100 per cent better. T
am never bothered with my kidneys
or bladder and once more feel like
my own self. All this I owe solely
to Foley's Kidney Pills and always
recommend them to my fellow suffers
ers." Sold by
& Co.
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Stripling-Burrow-

CHIP FROM ST. PATRICK
FOR CHURCH AT SAN ANTONIO.
San Antonio,

Texas,

March

19.

The congregation of St. Mary's church
of this city has just been presented
by the Vatican with a minute chip of
a bone of St. Patrick, Ireland's apostle and confessor. The relic, which
is of almost microscopic dimensions
is inlaid in a very artistic plaque of
precious metals and enamels and is
enclosed ln a case bearing the papal

Stripling-Burrow-

I

seal.

1

A NIGHT ALARM.

Stripling--

Burrows

Stripling-Burrow-

.

Worse than an alarm of fire at night
is the metallic cough of croup. Careful mothers keep Foley's Honey and
Tar in the house and give it at tne
first glance of danger. Foley's Hon-07 and Tor haa- saved mnnv UttlA
j
lives. No opiates. Sold by Stripling- i
Burrows & Co. y
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The Girl
From the

Effete East
By ARTHUR DENSMORE
Copyright.

Jim Busby might at any
moment deem that he Dad imbibed a
nuacUty of liquor commensurate with
his contemplated
task and begin to
.search for him. But at the end of
twenty minutes, to Ins great relief, the
perspiring train crew succeeded in replacing the derailed car. and the
freight train pulled slowly out upon a
siding. Even as it did so Barringtou
caught sight of the 2:."0 train as it
rounded the curve just beyond the station.
A moment later Susie Cutler, her
trim little figure set off by a skillfully
tailored gray traveling suit and her
face wearing the look of determination
befitting a girl who had just completed
a journey nearly across the continent
alone, descended to the platform of
Gilt Gulch station. Barrington rushed
Within three
toward her joyfully.
steps of her he encountered an obstaclea very serious obstacle. This was
nothing less than the muzzle of a revolver. Behind the revolver stood Mr.
James Busby.
"Xow, young man," said Mr. Busby,
"we'll attend to your little matter, and
we won't be long doiug it."
Then Busby became suddenly conscious of a voice, evidently feminine,
proceeding from some point in his
rear and of the light pressure of a
hand upon his arm.
"Do you know," said the voice, "it's
dreadfully careless of you pointing
that thing at anybody so. Why, it
might go off."
Turning about, Busby looked into
the piquant features of Susie Cutler.
He decided unhesitatingly that, notwithstanding some freckles and the
tendency of the nose to turn up, it was
a rather pleasing face to view.
"So it might," said Busby slowly.
"So it might."
"Well, then, stop aiming it at Har
Mr. Barrington," she commanded.
"You make me nervous."
"Fact is," said Busby, "I was suit
of planning to shoot Mr. Barrington."
He had lowered his weapon and
spoke very calmly and deliberately.
"What!" shrieked the girl, "You
have the audacity to stand there and
grew uneasy.

enough what Inspired these critical observations.
Hartford was jealous of
the prosperity which Barrington had
so rapidly achieved.
Let him stop
caviling, said the virtuous Barrington
to himself, and seek success by leading a sober life, as he did.
I'eeliug that he had been insulted,
thereafter confined his
Barrington
communications with Hartford to a
curt "How are you?" accompanied by
a barely perceptible nod when they
chanced to meet. It was with a good
deal of surprise, therefore, that Hartford, glancing up from his rather dilapidated desk as he heard the door
open, perceived Barrington entering
his office. One had not to look at Barrington twice to be convinced that he
was badly frightened. His eyes, which
ordinarily regarded those about him
with an air of easy toleration, were
wide with terror, aud his well chiseled features, customarily wearing an
air of placid conceit, were now white
aud drawn. His manner toward HartAll
ford was no longer supercilious.
his carefully constructed attitude of
dignity had vanished.
"You've been in this part of the
country longer than I have, Hartford,"
said he. "1 want your advice as a
a friend, you know."
Hartford nodded and withdrew his
pipe from his lips.
"Sure," said he succinctly. "What's

1909, by American Press

was completing
his first year of practice when
Theodore Tuppenheiui arrived
in Knuckleville. Mr. Tuppen- heiin was selling stock in the Cliarita- ble Gold Mining company at 5 cents per
share, price to advance to 10 cents at
the end of thirty da,ys. Incidentally he
found time to foster iu Harrington's
bosom the spirit of discontent which
teu months' fruitless waiting for clients
had engendered. If he were a clever,
clean cut young man like Barringtou
did Barringtou know what he'd do!
Move west. lie wouldu't fritter away
his time in a mossbacked Xew Eng
land hamlet where people looked down
on a fellow just because they'd knowu
him all his life and could remember
when he was a little shaver and went
with patches on his trousers. No, sir.
He'd just gather together his earthly
"Why, you see," said Barrington, "it
possessions and take the first train seems that in filing the papers for Jim
for Gilt Gulch. Nev. There was the Busby on that last mining claim of
his I made a slight error. I have been
coming town; there lay the opportunity for an able young man to rise. doing a large business, you know,
No reason iu the world why he should
Hartford a very large business and
not be in the United States senate it was inevitable that I should make
within five years. That would be coma mistake occasionally. It seems that
some unscrupulous persons have taken
ing some? Well, everybody and everything came some in that country. advantage of this purely technical slip
Why, sir, where the thriving city of and have jumped Busby's claim, and
Gilt Gulch now stood there had been he is very much exercised about it."
less than two years since naught but
"I should think he might be," Hartsagebrush and alkali. And now look ford observed.
at it just look at it! Six thousand
"Yes," repeated Barrington, "he is
inhabitants and more coming by every much exorcised and quite unreasontrain! Simply couldn't get houses up able about it. He came into my
fast enough for 'em. Had to camp out office a few moments ago and demandin tents. And every blamed one of ed au explanation. Of course I couldn't foil
niA 'rin monn tr rrinmtt n rrrl
'em making money. Why, sir. you tell him anything except that it was
tfle
b,ooded
murder, Where
'
Gulch
Gilt
in
find
ell-la
o
bootblack
Q
no
couldn't
lllQf
lllilal.'O
In. rn.ii- mirh,
lice? A splendid place this must be to
who was worth less than fifty thoumake, and he said I was lying to him. live
in, where a man goes out to kill
sand!
He said I was too smart to make a
as coolly as he'd eat his
another
This vision of wealth and political fool break like that and that 1 was in
breakfast!"
for
too
much
was
with
the gang that were trying to do
quite
prominence
"That's the way with all you folks
He adjusted his affairs him out of a claim that would have
Barrington.
in Knuckleville, which was no very made him rich. 1 argued with him from out Boston way," grumbled Busdifficult matter, took tearful leave of the best I could, but it didn't budge by. "Y'ou're always getting murder
numerous relatives and of a certain him.
He said he didn't see that it and the administration of justice
rela
not
was
who
made much difference, anyhow, wheth- - mixed. I ain't goiug to murder him.
yet
pretty damsel,
ative, but had rashly promised to be- er I was a foul or a knave, because I'm going to execute him. He's done
come one whenever Barrington's in- either way I hadu't any right to live, me dirt, and if he aiu't billed he'll do
come should suffice for the support of and he wound up by saying that he'd somebody else dirt. So for the good
two persons, and hied himself to Gilt just go down to the Jolly Dog and get of everybody he'd ought to be shot.
a few drinks to put him in the right What do you care anyway? Ain't no
Gulch, promising to send souvenir postcards from every municipality he pass- frame of mind a::d then he'd come relative of yourn, is he?"
"Why, no," she answered in some
ed through ou the way.
back aud reduce the membership of
confusion, "he isn't a relative exactly
Now, underneath the lurid exaggerthe Gilt Gulch bar by one."
ation with which Mr. Theodore
It is significant of Hartford's broad that is, he"
A gleam of comprehension shone iu
had clothed his narrative of and tolerant temperament that he did
the rise of Gilt Gulch there lay a re- not remind Barrington that he had Busby's eyes.
"Come to thiuk of it," said he, "1
spectable substratum of truth, and the previously predicted such a catastroheard something about his being gocombination of Barrington's ingenious phe as had now befallen. Nevertheappearance with certain letters of in- less a slight glimmer of amusement ing to get married. Be you the girl?"
She nodded.
troduction to persons financially prom- stole across his face.
"Yes," she answered simply, "I'm
inent in Gilt Gulch, which Mr.
"So you want my advice, do you?"
the girl."
procured for him, resulted iu he asked.
"Then," said Busby, "it's clear
his speedily establishing a thriving
"I should appreciate it very much,"
enough to my mind that in interfering
practice. For the most part it was said Barrington.
work in connection with the location
"Well, you shall have it," said Hart-- ! with this execution you're preventing
of mining claims, and, besides numer- ford laconically, rapping the bowl of me from doing you a great favor.
ous fees iu cash, Barrington acquired his pipe against the heel of his shoe. Howsomever, If you stick to it that
several claims of his own, which he "Tf Jim Rushr wevp out srnnninsr for you don't want him shot and if you'll
me and I couldn't shoot any better taket aim out of Nevada and keep him
disposed of profitably.
In brief, at the end of a year Bar- than you can, and I had a comfortable' ont'
The
tlid ll0t wait for uim t0 fin-- :
ringtou had waxed so prosperous as to little sum saved, as you have, and
her grasp from
Sue transferred
feel himself warranted in marrying. there were a pretty girl in Xew Eng-,is.
...
i
r
it.i
s
luUL
lo
ol BaruuS'.
"U5"
The Knuckleville Weekly Times anaruj
land who didn't know any better thau
who
conversation
the
duriuS
understood
it
precediug
nounced editorially that
to love me, as she does vou. I'd go east
that young Mr. Barrington. for whom, on the half past 2 train, and I wouldn't uad stoo(l silellt- - his face white- uis
limbs trembling, cold sweat beadiug
its readers would remember, the Times hurry lnck "
had predicted a brilliant career when
"But the trouble is," Barrington ex- his forehead.
"Come, Harry," she said Imperiously.
he hung out his shingle in Knuckleplained, "Susie Miss Cutler, that is
Meekly, with bowed head and Kdown-. ville, was now one of the leading men will be here on the train that gets in
cs- - i,
..sp,.i "Kl lu
in the west, and the other village at 2:00. The trains pass on the first Kak
s,mcl
""'""s
uku a hoard the train, which was
maidens were openly jealous of Susie sirim- - nnt vnn Know Tim fact is
Cutler, whose good fortune it was to are to be married day after tomorrow now, the track beiug clear, about to
be to marry a millionaire.
at noon. You'll pardon my omitting move eastward.
Jim Busby sat down upon the edge
But Susie herself had no illusions. to send you an invitation, won't you?
of
the platform and burst into a roar
She even refused to permit Barringtou It was quite unintentional.
I've been
of laughter. Long after the train had
to come east for the marriage. Her so busy"
around the curve below
childhood lessons of thrift and econ"Oh," Hartford broke in, with a dep- disappeared
station master found
the
station
the
in
her
root
mind,
had
taken
omy
deep
recatory wave of his arm, "you need
and she would not. she said, have the not apologize. It's just one of those him there, his broad shoulders still
price of a round trip railroad ticket little mistakes a busy man is bound to shaking with merriment.
"Well, you doddering idiot," said the
thrown away. If Barrington felt that make every now and then.
haven't
he must spend the money, let him buy Busby's disposition. I'll forgive you." station master, "what's the joke?"
"Oh, ain't he going to get his all
a cabinet organ or a secondhand piano
Then Hartford looked at his watch
for the front parlor. They would be and found that it was twenty minutes right, though?" queried the mirthful
Busby. "Did you hear her 'Come, Harmarried in their own house at Gilt
past 2.
ry,' him and snake him aboard the
Gulch and after that take a little wedmove
to
"You'll have
lively, my
ding trip to Colorado Springs or maybe boy," he said. "Keep an eye open for train like he'd been a piippy hitched,
Denver.
Perhaps, being a prudent Jim, aud if the coast ls clear take the to a string? He got out of being exedamsel, Susie desired to have a glance 2:30. If it isn't, walk over to Sand cuted, but he's getting a life sentence,
and that's a whole lot worse."
at Gilt Gulch before she committed
and take the next one there."
herself irrevocably. At any rate, mat- City
"But about Susie," Barrington
Senatorial Repartee.
ters had been thus arranged, and, the
Once in the senate chamber John J.
date set for the wedding being but
"Pshaw!" growled Hartford. "That's Ingalls was directing some remarks to
two days away and Susie due to ar- '
enough. Leave a note for her Senator Hoar of Massachusetts.
The
rive that afteruoon, Barrington was in easy
with the station master, telling her to otlier seQlltor from tbat Btate Ur
to
such
the state of ecstasy appropriate
back to Colorado Springs and you'll Dawes
having come lu whije Mr ,n
It was In this moment go
circumstances.
meet her there. If you don't have time galls was
speaking, thought the words
of supreme happiness that misfortune
mas-to write a note, have the station
' were meant for his ear,
and so, interbefell him.
ter tell her you've been called away on rupting, he asked Ingalls if he was diThe work Barrington had been doing
a life and death matter and that she's
requires to be performed with great to go to the hotel and wait until you recting the remarks at him. The Kanaccuracy; otherwise it Is not only send her word. Don't you worry about sas senator turned slowly around, for
Mr. Dawes sat behind him, and then,
valueless, but may be the occasion of the
girl. She'll prefer a slightly de- with delicious intonation, but an ingreat loss to the client Now, it is
wedding to an expedited funeral. stant wit, he said, "I was directing
possessed layed
possible that Barrington
up now. You've just about time my remarks to the successor of Charles
Hurry
genius. People who have that, you to make it."
Sumner and not to the successor of
know, are apt to be careless as to de- i As
he slipped down the main street, rinniel Webster"
tails. Perhaps it was merely that,
of Gilt Gulch on his way to the sta-- ,
Tbe npavteo Iias becorae traditioual
being deeply in love, he could not con- tion
Barrington caught a glimpse of, and the uttcrance wa3 at once placed
centrate his mind upon his work. Howas he stood
ever that may be, Hartford, the attor- Jim Busby's gaunt profile
alongside of tuat reply of Couklng
his back! to Senator
of
at
the
the
bar
Dog,
Jolly
Thurman, which is also
ney whose office was next to Barringthe'entrance. Barrington's in-- j traditional in the senate chamber,
ton's. had discovered iu the course of toward
reflected
an Investigation of the records that dolent heart rejoiced as toheSand
ConkUng was Speaklng, and Tbur-tba- t
the ten mile walk
City man hild M,d lnterruptlng him, "Does
confiled
had
documents
Barrington
It was the genator ajm hls remarks at me;
would now be unnecessary.
taining serious errors. He spoke to just twenty-eigh- t
2 when be
minutes
past
constantly turns to mer wben Mr
Barrington about it in a perfectly he reached the station. He gave the
Conkihu;i wilh deiicious gravity,
friendly way. Barringtou received his
Suinstructions concerning
kindly admonitions with a contempt sie to the station master and rushed lng t0 Thurman with whom ne was
very friendIyi said: ..Wnen j turn t0
which he was nt no pains to disguise.
out upon the platform. But the train the senator
turn nfJ the Mussalman
Why should he pay heed to the re- which made
up at Gilt Gulch was not tllrns t0 Mecca. , turn ag l wond ,um
marks of n man who wore baggy
A freight car had to the common ,aw
6f EllgIandtne
trousers and long bair and played faro, yet ready to depart
the track Hve. worId-- most
left
the
rails,
blocking
to
fount of JIr,
to say nothing of becoming intoxicat
,
fifteen minutes passed, and still
ed pqw and then? He knew wej) ten,
...jnpp
Barrington
I the obstruction remained.
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'
making and epoch breaking
night before the startled night shift
I
of the Advance.
"Wheeler, you're not going to use
that picture? ' she pleaded.
"Take the form away." again ordered Brand, his voice almost failing
him.
"Xo, no; don't send it! Wait, wait!"
She threw herself over the inky form,
her arms outstretched.
Brand tried to draw her away.
"Judith, please!" he protested.
f - vas hys
"They can't have"
terical.
"Go to lunch, boys," ordered Brand
to the typesetters,
"We'll miss the matt, protested Me
Henry
"I don't care. Go to ltinch."
The compositors ceased work at the
linotypes and, wondering and whispering, slowly filed out.
"Judith," Brand besought her, "won't
"

The judge had drawn a few steps
away from the pair during the scene
between them. He viewed with calculating satisfaction the battle that
his daughter was waging so valiantly
in his behalf, and he had felt that not
even the young stoic Brand could resist this powerful and final appeal of
the girl he loved. At his daughter's
last outcry he drew near to the editor.
"Brand, are you human?" he demanded strongly, pointing to the prostrated girl with his walking stick.
"Human, human, Judge Bartelmy!"
he exclaimed. "You are true to yourself to the end. You bring your daugh- ter here so that by torturing me with
the sight of her suffering you may es-i
cape tne penalty or your imevery.
was willing she should think me heartless to spare her the greater pain of
knowing you as you are. But now you
bring her here in her innocence to repeat to me your lies. You're degrading her, dragging her down to your
own level, just as you did her mother
before her. If she lets you go on using
her it will be with her eyes open."
Judith raised her head amazedly.
"What are you saying?" she asked.
Brand turued to her and then to the
judge.
"Why, he's lied to you just as he's
lied all his life. He told you he was
trying to shield others. He lied. He
never shielded any one but himself.
Judge Bartelmy, the power of men
When
like you must be destroyed.
justice is corrupted the nation rots. If
I keep silent about you and your methods I become your accomplice; I betray my trust just as you have betrayed yours."
Bartelmy raised his hand deprecat-ingly- .
Brand, however, drew a deep
breath and went resolutely on. He
spoke to both the girl and the judge.
"Judith, if at the cost of my life I
could spare you this grief I would do
it gladly. But even that would do no
You would always despise me
good.
for failing when my test came and al-

ciMM--

1

rou"

ture. iYe turned his face to the wall
and tried iu vain to close his eyes in
sleep.

Judgment had been pronounced iu
the case of "JUDGE BARTELMY
VERSUS THE PEOPLE, WHEELER
BRAND AND THE ADVANCE."
THE END.
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Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
Certificate, 2 sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Property, 2 sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property, 2
1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

"Listen to me, Wheeler," she broke ; sheet
In. "I know everything.
Father has
sheet.
Mining Deed,
told me everything about his guilt,
sheet.
Lease.
Mining
l'ou understand what it means to me
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
me.
You
he
to
must
is
what
spare sheet.
him for me!"
Statement with
Coal Declaratory
"Judith, it's impossible."
Afof
an
Power
Attorney,
"But it is the human thing to do.
fidavit
and
Corroborating
Be
a
these
ideals.
Oh, forget
just
sheet.
man a man who loves a woman and Affidavit,
to Water, 4 sheet.
of
Notice
I
You
Right
do
love
her.
me,
know,
protects
or
Forfeiture
Publishing Out of
in spite of everything that you've
sheet.
Notice,
done."
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet
"Yes, 1 love you!" he cried fervently.
Stock Blanks.
"And Wheeler, dear, I've not changBill of Sale Animals Bearing Vened," she told him fondly. "I can see
how right you mean to be in what dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
you are trying to do, but in this you
are wrong. Whatever my father may 40c per hook.
have done, his intentions were honest
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
He had been involved by others and Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
when he tried to extricate himself it
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 i
was too late. They, not he, were sheet.
guilty. It was for their sakes, not his
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
own, that he offered you that money,
to
Drive and
Gather,
Authority
so you see you are wrong.
Why,
ReWheeler, if you belonged to me and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's
corded
sheet.
I
to
Brand,
die
would
committed a crime
ways despise yourself for having caus- shield you from the penalty."
Authority to Gather, Drive and
ed me to fail. Can't you see you and I
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'i
Brand answered her quickly.
are nothing in all thist The individual
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
"That is wrong reasouing."
does not
only the cause.
Judge
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet.
"No. no: it is right. That must al- Bartelmy. that story goes to press," he; wayg be;. sue cried ..It ls iikeiike
Sheep Contract. 2 sheet.
cried, raising his eyes to meet those of. a aw of ,ife Cau-- t you see tuat t00,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Judith's father.
j bolong t0 you. yes j belong to you, Appeal Bond.
sheet.
saw
had
he
that
Bartelmy
played and you SUOuld shield me. You must
sheet.
his last card.
It was his highest, fee toward my father as he were your I Appeal Bond, Criminal,
2
sheet.
Bond,
to
had
win.
but
failed
it
Appearance
trump,
What; own because he is mine. It's not pos-- !
Judith could not do he surely, under sible that you would do this thing to
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
the existing circumstances, could not your own father. Think of him that (J. P.),
do. Nolan, the only man who could
Bond
of
renot
You'll
Appearance,
(District
own
father!
way your
save him if he would, had gone, he
sheet.
gret it. I'll make it up to you with all Court),
knew not where.
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
And it was now press time. All was' toward him, she searched his strong
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
over. Bartelmy took a single step to- young face as best ber tear dimmed
Criminal
sheet.
Complaint,
eyes would let her. He returned her
ward his daughter.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com"Brand, that story is my obituary," gaze unflinchingly.
sheet.
Judge Bartelmy saw the girl's strug plaint,
he said In low tones.
Forcible
Entry and Detainer, Sumuet Iue wiweim tue luuier
"Oh. no." was the resnonse in sad- - Sje
sheet.
mons,
name
and
the
her
had
dishonored
dened voice. "Men like you don't finsheet.
Replevin Bond,
You'll imvp nhont Riv lover who meant a life of happiness.
ish timt
Execution Forcible Entry and DeHe
success
and
rmritv.
inspiration.
hours, judge, before that story is read
sheet.
was wise enough in the ways of the tainer,
by the public."
sheet.
to
world
was
know
Replevin
Brand
Writ,
that
again
Judith, too, was ready to admit that to
sheet.
a victor over him.
Affidavit,
Replevin
prove
her last and culminating effort had
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 1 4
The girl stood immovable a moment.
been in vain. Wearied and unstrung,
Then she extended her arm toward sheet.
she raised herself from the fatal form
lover. Judith Bartelmy had made
Warrant, 4 sheet.
that was to besmirch the name and her choice.
her
sheet.
Commitment,
the father that had been her source of
The judge's features showed but lit4
Attachment
sheet
Affidavit,
over
She
crossed
toward
her
pride.
emoof
tle
the
storm
into
his
which
4
sheet.
Attachment
Bond,
father, who stood silent and despair- tions had been
plunged. His years of
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet.
ingly in the shadow of one of the linoself control had come to
practiced
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
machines.
type
his aid and enabled him to face the 4 sheet.
"Goodby, Wheeler. I am going out ruin of his career
and his life and his
sheet.
of your life forever. I am sorry it had
Execution,
name without the frenzied demonstra. .
1 .
.1 1!1
t,
ic cuu iiive mis an our piaus, an ouri
sheet.
Summons,
tion in which most men in his posisheet.
hopes"
Subpoena,
tion would have indulged.
To the
The thought of the happy moments
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet.
last he was the cool, polished, suave
that she had spent with Wheeler,
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet.
hypocrite that he had been iu the be- buildiug air castles for their future
Search Warrant, 2 sheet.
frt
cnno-liinnino' wlion timer,
when they would be mau aud wife,!i f VV
School Blanks.
V
for
found
public
private gain
Tt ewonf lown tVia
fa met nroi' liot
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet.
him a willing tool.
wall of reserve and determination with
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
"He is right," Bartelmy said to Juwhich she had deemed it necessary to dith.
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2
"He has told vou the truth toherself. She halted and
surround
absolute truth." Ele looked sheet.
gazed steadfastly into her father's nightthe
his watch. "Six hours, did you say,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
at
face. Slowly she raised her hands and Mr. Brand?" he
asked.
Contract between Directors and Teapressed them against her cheeks as
Brand bacl gathered, Judith in his chers, 4 sheet.
Then she arms. She
though horror stricken.
xtghed contentedly as she
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
turned, rushed impulsively back to laid her bead
upon his shoulder.
Certificate
of apportionment
of
Wheeler Brand, and. bending tensely
"Yes," he answered the judge.
School Funds,
sheet.
my love for all the rest of life! Wheelludge Bartelmy stood watchiug the
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
er, say you will do what I ask." She united couple for a moment before he
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet.
broke down completely and sobbed 'urned and walked away, muttering
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
brokenly, leaning across the form. as he went: "Six hours. One may
"Oh. say you will do what I ask!"
travel far in these days in that time." sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
Brand tried to raise her, but she
Homestead
sheet.
Entry,
him
to
frenziedly.
clung
The great ship heaved aud lunged
Affidavit,
"Judith, for God's sake, don't!" he through the giant seas that swept over
said.
her bows, out of the freezing night, out sheet.
"Yes, yes; you must, you shall!" She of the cold northeast. The captain and
.Proof, Testimony of Witness,
was losing all control of herself iu her the first officer, lashed to opposite full sheet
of
Proof,. Testimony
Claimant,
ends of the lofty bridge, choked in the
desperation.
full sheet.
"Judith, listen to me," he said
flying spume of wind riven midocean.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
"I'm not the man who loves
Somewhere a deep toned bell told of
full sheet
you or is loved by you. I've no right the hour iu the sailors' accustomed Applicant,
to think of you or of myself. I'm an fashion. From somewhere out of the
Deposition of Witness.
instrument to an end In the history of depths of the vast groaning fabric sheet.
a great God. Can't you see this thing tumbled the men of the watch who
full sheet.
Yearly Proof,
were now to go on duty to relieve
as I do?"
2
Final Proof.
sheet.
"I can't reason. I can't argue. I their storm beaten fellows.
2
Contest Notice,
sheet.
And somewhere down in the shivcan only feel."
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
hull a gaunt faced, holsheet
"Mr. Brand, has Mr. Nolan been ering, rearing
low eyed man lay on the saffron hued
Affidavit of Contest Against
here tonight?" asked Bartelmy.
a
narrow
velvet cushions of
couch at
sheet.
"Yjes."
Entryman,
side of a luxurious stateroom. He
Notice of Intention to make final
"Have you received instructions the
was fully dressed In spite of the late2
about this story?"
sheet
ness of the hour and of the fact that proof,
"Yes."
Additional
sheet
Entry,
he was sleeping just as he had been
"What were those Instructions? Is the
320 Homestead
1 2
Entry,
night before. He tossed uneasily.
the story to be printed?"
Sometimes be thrust his bands out sheet.
"I am not at liberty to discuss with
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of An- convulsively as though to ward off a
any outside person the communications threatening danger. Hebegan to talk j pllcant, full sheet.
I receive from the owner, but I will
sheet.
The ship rolled,, and a
Relinquishment,
add for your information that the incoherently.
dishes and an evening
Township Plats, 4 sheet.
containing
tray
story will be on the press In a very meal that had gone untouched crashed
Township Plats, full sheet
few minutes."
General Blanks.
to the floor. "The press the printing
At this latest declaration of Brand's
has started," he muttered
Bond
for
Deed. 2 sheet.
press
Judith could restrain herself no longer
as the sound of the breaking
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet.
She rushed through the doorway, dishes
penetrated into his wearied
Bond, General Form.
sheet.
across the grimy floor, regardless of
brain. His hand Instinctively crept
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
the flowing train of her silk gown.
under one of the cushions. It
Official Bond,
sheet.
Brand rubbed the back of his hand and for a moment fumbled withgrasped
a blue
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
across his eyes as though they were
steel object, which It drew weakly of
I
Mortgage, full sheet
deceiving him.
a revolver. The shock of the
forth
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
"Good God, It is Judith!" he exclaim-He
cold steel roused the
ed. Then he turned to his assistant.1 ftrvctno'l hia orpa anrl crnvarlsleeper.
Report of the Assessors, lull sheet
faenfnnrprlltr
this form ' tha tnBtrnmant - Aaath with
"Here, Mac, hurry-ta- ke
Application for License,
sheet
2
Retail
License.
away.'
sheet
Liquor
terror
of
his
he
relaxed
fingers,
The girl's face and eyes were aglow cry,, tha
Notice of Conveyance,
fl
sheet.
iQf
with the effects of the nervous strain ne
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
n of ft ,ost sou, ,a
ned thj
nuder which she labored on that
Ua. noveP rfi9aJnir tor- Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
anoJlisb.
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